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Service design, which transforms a conceptual service idea to a marketable service, is 
a key activity in the new service development process. The failure of service design 
not only impacts quality of service delivery but also wastes new service ideas. The 
extant studies on service design effectively address the “how” issues of service design. 
However, there is certainly a gap in understanding the “how effective and efficient” 
issues. Thus, this research attempts to bridge the gap by proposing an integrated 
service design framework and investigating the effectiveness and efficiency issues of 
service design.  
Grounded in the extant studies on service design, the common principles of service 
design were identified and strengthened. In short, these principles suggest that service 
design needs to utilize customer experience, employ a formalized and proficient 
process design, and set up resources for interaction. It is hypothesized that these 
design content directly affect service design performance. In addition, based on the 
contingency theory, it is proposed that the alignment between content and strategy 
also affects performance. Specifically, it is hypothesized the capacity of knowledge 
management infrastructure moderates the effects from experience utilization and 
interaction resources to service design performance; application of tools and 
techniques moderates the effects from experience utilization and process proficiency 
to service design performance. The hypotheses were tested using data collected from a 
mail survey of service organizations in Singapore.  
Overall, this research developed an integrated service design framework and specified 
a measurement model for the framework. Through empirical evidences, this research 
found that experience utilization, process proficiency and interaction resources all 
positively affect service design performance. The interaction between process 
proficiency and application of tools and techniques also significantly influences 
service design performance. 
These results point service designers to the essential elements in service design, which 
could help to enhance service design performance. The research framework builds 
upon theories in various fields and thus could provide a multi-disciplinary platform 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Why Service Design?  
Services are the very hub of economic activity in any society (Fitzsimmons and 
Fitzsimmons, 2003, pp.3). It is clear that the service sector has become the driver of 
economic growth. The strategy of developing and launching new services is the key to 
success in the service sector as it is believed that new services could enhance the 
competitiveness of service companies (Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 2003). This is 
also an essential strategy for companies to enhance profitability, attract new customers 
and create loyalty among existing customers (IFM and IBM, 2007). 
 
Research on new service development (NSD) started to draw attention more than two 
decades ago. NSD concepts, success factors and process models are the areas which 
have been extensively researched (Zhou and Tan, 2008). However, having been 
recognized as one of the key activities in NSD, service design is still among the least 
understood topics in service research (Tax and Stuart, 1997; Johnston, 1999; Menor et 
al., 2002). A growing number of researchers postulate that successful service can and 



















Figure 1-1: New Service Development Process 
Although at times the terms “service design” and “NSD” are used interchangeably, 
service design is differentiated from NSD in that NSD refers to the whole process 
from idea generation to successful launch of new services, while service design is 
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usually perceived as part of the NSD process (see figure 1-1). The latter specifies the 
detailed structure, infrastructure, and integration content of a service operations 
strategy (Johnston, 1999). 
 
The importance of service design has been addressed by many scholars and 
practitioners. For instance, from service research scholars‟ perspective, Tax and Stuart 
(1997, pp.105) suggested that “One important lesson learned from the quality 
movement is that the prevention of service failure, resulting in large part from design 
excellence, is the most effective and efficient route to achieving higher levels of 
quality and customer satisfaction”. According to Steinke (2008, pp.192), “design 
flaws in any part of a system can reduce the quality of services and lead potentially to 
poor outcomes for both the individual and the organization. It is tempting to blame 
poor quality on the people delivering service but frequently the real culprit is poor 
service system design”. Song et al. (2009) showed that service design proficiency is 
one of the most important factors for improving final service performance. From 
practitioners‟ perspective, Bohmer (2009, pp.217) suggested that “[health care] 
operating systems and processes must be deliberately designed to realize great 
medical outcomes; past experience suggests that they cannot be presumed to reliably 
result from existing organizational and operational arrangements”. Bedford and Lee 
(2008, pp.38) emphasized the importance of service design by quoting Howard 
Schultz‟s (Chairman and CEO, Starbucks) letter to customers that “the Starbucks 
experience as good as it has ever been and even better… in the way stores look, in the 
way people service you, in the new beverages and products we will offer.” The above 
research results and practices reveal that service design should be paid renowned 




The subsequent sections provide an overview of some popular service design theories 
and discuss the research related to the effectiveness and efficiency of service design. 
Inadequacies of the extant research on service design and the purposes of this study 
will also be summarized. A more detailed discussion on these topics will be presented 
in chapter 2.  
 
1.2 Service Design and Its Effectiveness and Efficiency 
The effectiveness of the whole NSD has been studied (Jaw et al., 2010; Menor and 
Roth, 2008; Froehle et al., 2000). However, the effectiveness and efficiency of 
particular stages in NSD process has rarely been investigated. Service design has been 
recognized as one of the top priorities for the development of science of service 
(Ostrom et al., 2010). Researchers have made several attempts to address the “how” 
issues of service design. For example, Kingman-Brundage et al. (1995) proposed the 
service logic model to describe how and why a service system works; Ballantyne et al. 
(1995) conceptualized four inter-related diagnostic levels in service design, namely 
environment setting, process, people and job design; Edvardsson et al. (2000) defined 
three main service design components, which further illustrated service design 
activities; Stewart (2003) developed and empirically tested the three T model for 
service encounter design. These studies, together with several other researchers‟ work 
which will be discussed later, provide the theoretical foundations for service design 
research. However, on one hand, the existing various service design models may 
result in the difficulties for service practitioners to choose which model to adopt for 
designing their services; on the other hand, the variety of service design models may 
also create barriers preventing academic researchers from promoting service design 
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research. Thus, an integrated service design framework is highly desirable. Previous 
studies have effectively addressed the “how” issues of service design. Based on these 
studies, a further step is to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of service 
design.  
 
Drawing on the service dominant logic (S-D Logic) and contingency theory, this 
study investigates the antecedents of service design performance. Specifically, it 
examines the relationships between know-how of service design foci and service 
design performance. The service design foci include level of utilizing customer 
experience in service design, degree of formalization of service design process, 
degree of process proficiency, and degree of focus on interaction resources. In 
addition, from a knowledge-based view, this study examines the alignment between 
knowledge management dimensions (capability of knowledge management 
infrastructure and application of tools and techniques) and service design foci, more 
importantly, how the interactions affect service design performance. 
 
1.3 Purposes and Significances of This Thesis 
The extant studies on service design have made several attempts to address the “how” 
issues of service design. The main research gaps of these studies are summarized 
below: 
 
 The current studies provided valuable insights on how an abstract service 
concept can be transformed into a marketable service. However, there is little research 




The main purpose of this research was to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency 
of service design based on an integrated service design framework. The specific 
purposes of this research were to: 
 
 Develop a measurement model for service design effectiveness and efficiency 
 Investigate the antecedents of service design effectiveness and efficiency  
 
The results of this research may have several contributions to both academic research 
on service design and practical service design management. First, this research should 
be helpful in better understanding the “how” issues of service design. Second, the 
integrated service design framework may lay the foundation for future service design 
research. Last but not least, the results of this research may ultimately promote the 
concept of “service designers”. 
 
This research focused on service design, a key activity in the execution oriented back 
end of NSD process. Thus, the activities in the fuzzy front end are beyond the scope 
of this research. Although marketing test is another activity in the execution oriented 
back end of NSD, it is not central to this study. Therefore, it is not within the scope of 
this research. 
 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 will present a review of studies on 
service design and related concepts. Chapter 3 will discuss the theoretical framework 
and research design. Hypotheses associated with research framework will also be 
developed based on both theoretical and empirical evidences. Data collection process 
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and analysis procedures will be described in chapter 4. Then the results will be 
discussed in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 5 also concludes this study with theoretical 





Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
In this chapter, first, the fundamental definitions of service design related concepts 
will be reviewed. Next, central to this study, the existing theories of service design 
will be discussed based on the nature of the studies. In addition, we summarize the 
evolvement and key arguments in the Service Dominant Logic (S-D Logic), which is 
considered as a potential theoretical foundation of service science (Maglio and 
Spohrer, 2008). Last but not least, as an important research area that receives 
increased attention in service research community, service design has been considered 
by many leading researchers as a promising subject that requires further examination. 
The opportunities in service design pointed out by these researchers will be 
summarized and discussed in the end of this chapter.  
 
2.1 Fundamental Definitions 
 
Figure 2-1: Service Design and Its Related Concepts 
In this section, the definitions of service, new service, news service development and 
service design will be reviewed. The relationships among the concepts discussed in 
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this chapter are illustrated in figure 2-1. 
 
2.1.1 Service 
Service has been defined in a number of ways over the years. Several studies have 
made great efforts to summarize the definitions of service from the 1950s (Cook et al., 
1999; Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 2000; Edvardsson et al., 2005). An early 
definition of service was put forth by Definitions Committee of the American 
Marketing Association (AMA). Table 2-1 compiles a list of attempts to define service 
by various authors in different fields of research. 
 
As shown in table 2-1, generally there are two approaches to define service. Some 
authors define service by listing the activities or industries that compose the service 
sector. This provides a useful tool for determining the industries that should be 
included in the calculation of relevant statistics for what we consider the service 
sector of the economy. Some other authors define service by analyzing the 
characteristics that differentiate service from physical product. A well accepted set of 
service characteristics, commonly known as IHIP framework, includes Intangibility, 
Heterogeneity, Inseparability and Perishability (Lovelock, 1983). However, recently, 
Vargo and Lusch (2004a; 2004b) debated that these characteristics are too limited in 
scope and they further suggested evolving services and goods into a services-centered 
perspective for all economic exchanges. Lovelock and Gummesson (2004) also 
argued that the IHIP framework has serious weaknesses as a general underpinning for 
the paradigm to differentiate services from goods. They claimed that IHIP is only true 




Table 2-1: Summary of Service Definitions 
Authors Year Definitions of Service 
AMA 1960 Activities, benefits, or satisfactions which are offered 
for sale, or are provided in connection with the sale of 
goods.  
Sasser et al.  1978 A service is intangible and perishable. It is an 
occurrence or process that is created and used 
simultaneously or nearly simultaneously. 
Quinn et al.  1987 All economic activities whose output is not physical 
product or construction, is generally consumed at the 
time it is produced, and provides added value in forms 
(such as convenience, amusement, timeliness, comfort 
or health) that are essentially intangible concerns of its 
first purchaser. 
Grönroos  1990 A service is an activity or series of activities of more or 
less intangible nature that normally, but not necessarily, 
take place in interactions between customer and service 
employees and/or physical resources or goods and/or 
systems of the service provider, which are provided as 
solutions to customer problems. 
Murdick et al.  1990 Service can be defined as economic activities that 
produce time, place, form, or psychological utilities. 
Zeithaml and 
Bitner  
1996 In simple terms, services are deeds, processes, and 
performances. 
Harvey  1998 A service is a result that customers want. Services are 
generally obtained by engaging in an interactive 
process with the provider.  
Fitzsimmons and 
Fitzsimmons  
2003 A service is a time-perishable, intangible experience 
performed for a customer acting in the role of co-
producer. 
 
To conclude, it is believed that no single definition of service is capable of 
encompassing the full diversity of services and the complex attributes that accompany 
them. Due to the difficulty in describing and defining services, many authors turn to 




2.1.2 Service classification 
The main purpose of introducing service classification schemes is to facilitate 
developing meaningful strategies or guidelines for marketing and operations 
management (Cook et al., 1999). It is also a way of helping service organizations to 
learn from each other on the appropriate management and control methods (Silvestro 
et al., 1992). 
Table 2-2: Summary of Service Classification Schemes 
(Adapted from Dotchin and Oakland, 1994; Cook et al., 1999; Bullinger et al., 2003; 
Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004; Shafti et al., 2007) 
Authors Year Service Classification Schemes 
Copeland 1923 Convenience; shopping; specialty goods 
Bourne 1956 Degree of brand conspicuousness 
Judd 1964 Rented goods services; owned goods services; non-
goods services 
Rathmell 1974 Type of seller; type of buyer; buying motives; buying 
practice; degree of regulation 
Shostack 1977 Degree of tangibility and intangibility of each good or 
service 
Hill 1977 Services affecting persons versus those affecting goods 
Ryans and 
Wittink 
1977 Customer's ability to switch firms 
Chase 1978 Extent of customer contact required in service delivery 
Sasser et al. 1978 Percent of tangible goods versus intangible benefits 
contained in each service "bundle" 
Thomas 1978 Equipment-based; people-based 
Lovelock and 
Young 
1980 Profit; public; non-profit organizations 
Lovelock 1980 Basic demand characteristics 
Mills and 
Margulies 
1980 Personal interface between the customer and the service 
organization 








1982 Extent of customization 
Dilworth 1983 Unit or batch; mass production 
Grove and Fisk 1983 Audience size; customer contact 
Kotler 1983 People versus equipment-based 
Lovelock 1983 Tangible versus intangible service act 
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Stiff and Pollack 1983 Customer contact; economic concentration; degree of 
capital intensity 
Zvegintzov 1983 Quasi-production 
Silpakit and Fisk 1985 Customer contact; customer participation 
Bowen and 
Bowers 
1986 Customer contact; intangibility 
Goodwin 1986 Power; commitment 
Murphy and 
Enis 
1986 Convenience/preference/shopping/specialty products 
Schmenner 1986 Degree of labor intensity, customer-provider interaction, 
and service customization 
Bowen and 
Jones 
1986 Goal incongruence; performance ambiguity 
Shostack 1987 Complexity; divergence 
Haywood-
Farmer 
1988 Degree of labor intensity, interaction, and customization 
Larrson and 
Bowen 
1988 Diversity of demand; customer participation 
Bowen 1990 Degree of contact; degree of customization 
Mersha 1990 Broadened definition of traditional customer contact 
Wemmerlov 1990 Nature of interaction; degree of routinization of service 
process; objects toward which service activities are 
directed 
Silvestro et al. 1992 Processional service; service shop; mass service 
Kotler and 
Armstrong 
1994 Intangibility; inseparability; variability; perishability 
Karmarkar and 
Pitbladdo 
1995 Absence of finished inventories; joint production 
Kellogg and 
Chase 
1995 Communication time; intimacy; information richness 
Kellogg and Nie 1995 Service process structure; service package structure 
Lovelock and 
Yip 
1996 People-processing; possession-processing; information-
based service 
Rust and Metters 1996 Customer behavior models; service quality impact 
models; normative service models 




Shafti et al. 2007 Customer contact; front value added 
 
There are prolific studies on service classification schemes during the past forty years 
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Figure 2-2: Integrated Service Classification Scheme 
(Source: Cook et al., 1999) 
 
Based on the analysis of 39 classification schemes from 1960s, Cook et al. (1999) 
built an integrated classification scheme, as shown in figure 2-2. This integrated 
scheme illustrates the studies on service classification from macro view and micro 





































Figure 2-3: Classification of Service 




As mentioned earlier, though there are various studies on classification schemes in the 
history, most of them are theoretical in nature and lack of empirical evidence. 
However, the study conducted by Bullinger et al. (2003) is an exception. Two 
dimensions of service, as shown in figure 2-3, are derived empirically from a large 
scale survey of 282 service organizations. Even though we admit that empirically 
derived service classification scheme has more practical meaning, we do not deny the 
implications of the conceptual and theoretical service classification schemes, as they 
do serve to “focus our thoughts and provide an easily understood description of 
complex relationships” (Verma, 2000, pp.23).   
 
Table 2-3: Summary of Classification Schemes of New Services 
Authors Year Classification Schemes of New Services 
Carman and 
Langeard  




1989 Modification; differentiation; market creation; market 
expansion; market extension; diversification 
Kleinschmidt and 
Cooper  
1991 High innovative; moderately innovative; low 
innovative products 
Avlonitis et al.   2001 New to the market service; new to the company 
service; new delivery process; service modification; 
service line extension; service repositioning 
Crawford and Di 
Benedetto  
2002 New to the world; new categories entries; additions to 
product lines; product improvements; repositioning 
Hipp and Grupp 2005 Knowledge-intensive services; network-based services; 
scale-intensive services; supplier-dominated services 
 
Menor and Roth (2007, pp.826) defined a new service as “an offering not previously 
available to the firms‟ customers that results from either an addition to the current mix 
of services or from changes made to the service delivery process”. Similar to the 
classification schemes of services, new services can also be classified in several ways. 
Table 2-3 summarizes six classification schemes published during the past three 
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decades. It is not difficulty to observe that some of these classification schemes are 
based on how innovative the new services are (Scheuing and Johnson, 1989; 
Kleinschmidt and Cooper, 1991; Avlonitis et al., 2001; Crawford and Di Benedetto, 
2002; Gounaris et al., 2003); some are based on the functions of new services 
(Carman and Langeard, 1980); and some are based on the dominant factors in new 
services (Hipp and Grupp, 2005). Among these classification schemes, the approach 
based on the innovativeness of new services is more popular than others.  
 
2.1.3 New service development 
New service development usually refers to the whole process from idea generation to 
the launch of new services (Edvardsson et al., 2000). It received increased attention in 
the past two decades (Johne and Storey, 1998; Alam, 2002). While the development of 
new services has long been considered by scholars and managers as an important 
competitive necessity in many service industries (Johnson et al., 2000; Tidd and Hull, 
2003; Miles, 2005), it has remained among the least understood topics in the service 
management and innovation literature (Johnson, Menor et al., 2000; de Jong and 
Vermeulen, 2003; Drejer, 2004). Johne and Storey (1998) provides a very good 
literature review on the development of NSD research in its first decade. A 
bibliographic analysis of the literature in a more recent decade suggests that NSD 
success factors and NSD models are the two areas that have been extensively 
researched (Zhou and Tan, 2008).  
 
Various issues relating to success factors have been examined.  Studies on success 
factors have been conducted in functionally organized firms and also project-based 
firms (Blindenbach-Driessen and van den Ende, 2006).  Meanwhile, specific success 
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factors in the different stages of the NSD process were also examined.  An incomplete 
list that has been examined include organizational culture, process formality, 
communication, leadership, cross functional teams, decision architecture, fitness 
between requirements and capabilities, expert frontline personnel, empowerment, and 
market orientation (Stuart, 1998; Chryssochoidi and Wong, 2000; Lievens and 
Moenaert, 2000a; de Brentani, 2001; Blazevic et al., 2003; Edvardsson and 
Gustavsson, 2003; Van Riel and Lievens, 2004; Ottenbacher et al., 2006) 
 
Johne and Storey (1998) once pointed out that there had not been more effort to 
develop a specific service development model. However, recent research development 
specifically addressed this gap. The process model and the systematic model are the 
two major models that have been examined.  The main idea of process model is that 
NSD activities should follow a stage by stage process and these stages can be either 
linear or parallel (Alam and Perry, 2002). Systematic model is based on organizational 
factors and it considers actors, decision-making process, and transformations during 
the NSD process (Stevens and Dimitriadis, 2005).  In this research, we look at NSD 
from the perspective of process model that NSD consists of a series of stages that 
introduce new service ideas, evaluate and develop these ideas, test the new services 
and finally launch the new services.  
 
2.1.4 Service design 
Service design research grows up in the ground of new service development research. 
Due to the wide interest in service design from both academic and practical fields, 
service design has been defined in various ways. We systematically collect these 
definitions and summarize them into two tables based on the origins of these 
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definitions, i.e., whether it is from academic research or used in service design 
organizations. 
 
As previously mentioned in the introduction chapter, service design is usually 
characterized as part of the NSD process. It is differentiated from NSD by noting that 
service design specifies the detailed structure, infrastructure, and integration content 
of a service operations strategy (Johnston, 1999). Table 2-4 summarizes a few 
definitions of service design identified from research papers.  
Table 2-4: Definitions of Service Design from Academic Publications 
Author Year Definition 
Gummerson 1994 service design as a way to “cover the hand-on activities to 
describe and detail a service, the service system and the 
service delivery process” 
Holmlid 2007 A human-centered approach that integrates the possibilities 
and means to perform a service within the economy and 
strategic development of an organization 
Bedford and 
Lee 
2008 service design refers to the design of service system and 
delivery processes around the idea of providing a new 
service to its users 
Ostrom et al. 2010 Service design is focused on bringing service strategy and 
innovative service ideas to life by aligning various internal 
and external stakeholders around the creation of holistic 
service experiences for customers, clients, employees, 
business partners, and/or citizens 
 
From the practical field, many service design agencies have their own perceptions of 
service design, as illustrated in table 2-5. Although those definitions are from various 
sources, they are consistent in a narrow sense that service design transforms a service 
concept into a service by specifying the service system and delivery processes.  In this 
thesis, we term service design to this narrow sense to refer to the identification of 
customer needs, determination of service delivery procedures, and specification of 
service delivery systems (human resources and service environment). This 
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terminology is also comparable to the definition of product design from a decision-
making perspective (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000). 
Table 2-5: Definitions of Service Design from Organizations 





Service design is a holistic way for business to gain a 
comprehensive, empathic understanding of customer needs. 
Design Council
2
 Service design can be both tangible and intangible. It can 
involve artifacts and other things including communication, 
environment and behaviors. Whichever form it takes it must 
be consistent, easy to use and be strategically applied. 
Continuum
3
 Developing the environments, tools, and processes that help 
employees deliver superior service in a way that is 





Service design is a design specialism that helps develop and 
deliver great services. Service design projects improve 
factors like ease of use, satisfaction, loyalty and efficiency 
right across areas such as environments, communications 




 Service Design is the application of established design 
process and skills to the development of services. It is a 
creative and practical way to improve existing services and 





Service Design is an emerging field focused on the creation 
of well thought through experiences using a combination of 
intangible and tangible mediums. It provides numerous 
benefits to the end user experience when applied to sectors 
such as retail, banking, transportation, and healthcare. 
Service design as a practice generally results in the design 
of systems and processes aimed at providing a holistic 
service to the user. This cross-disciplinary practice 
combines numerous skills in design, management and 
process engineering. It is essential in a knowledge-driven 
economy. 
2.2 Service Dominant Logic (S-D logic) 
One important piece of literature in the field of service research is the service 









dominant logic. Initially proposed by Steven L. Vargo and Robert F. Lusch in the 
seminal award-winning article “Evolving to a new dominant logic for marketing” 
published in the Journal of Marketing (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a), the S-D logic 
challenges the traditional Good-dominant Logic (G-D logic) view on economical 
exchange (see table 2-6 for the conceptual transition to S-D logic). S-D logic argues 
that service is the fundamental basis of exchange. Service in S-D logic means 
applying specialized competences (knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes, 
and performances for the benefit of another actor or the actor itself (Vargo and Lusch, 
2004a). S-D logic uses the singular term “service” to reflect the process of doing 
something beneficial and uses the plural form “services” to indicate the intangible 
units of outputs. 
 
S-D logic views resources as anything an actor can draw on for support, compared to 
in the traditional G-D logic that resources are tangibles that human could draw on for 
support (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). This to an extent broadens the concept of 
“resources.” S-D logic suggests two distinctive types of resources: operand resources 
and operant resources. According to Vargo and Lusch (2008), operand resources are 
resources that an actor acts on to obtain support; operant resources are resources that 
act on other resources to produce effects. Besides “resources”, S-D logic also re-
conceptualizes anther two important concepts: exchange and value. In the G-D logic, 
what is exchanged is the output from the performance of specialized activities. 
However, in the S-D logic, it is the performance of specialized activities that is being 
exchanged (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). Regarding “value”, S-D logic argues that value 
is not embedded in a firm‟s offerings, rather, it occurs when the offering is useful to 
the customer or beneficiary and this always happens in a particular context (Chandler 
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and Vargo, 2011). 
Table 2-6: Conceptual Transitions to S-D Logic 
Goods Dominant Logic 
Concepts 
Transitional Concepts S-D Logic Concepts 
Goods Services Service 
Product Offerings Experiences 
Feature/Attribute Benefit Solution 
Value-Added Co-Production Co-creation of value 
Value-in-exchange Value-in-use Value-in-context 
Profit Maximization Financial Engineering 
Financial 
feedback/learning 
Price Value Delivery Value Proposition 
Equilibrium Systems Dynamic Systems 
Complex Adaptive 
Systems 
Adapted from Lusch and Vargo (2006b) 
 
S-D logic has seen widely acceptance in the literature and it has also evolved in the 
past few years. It has been suggested as a potential theoretical foundation for service 
science (Maglio and Spohrer, 2008). Recent studies have applied S-D logic to 
examine supply chain management (Lusch, 2011), B2B Marketing Branding 
(Ballantype and Aitken, 2007), customer complaints behavior (Tronvoll, 2012), and 
service innovation (Ordanini and Parasuraman, 2011). S-D logic grounded in ten 
foundational premises (FPs), which evolved from 7 FPs in the beginning (Vargo and 
Lusch, 2008). Table 2-7 summarized these 10 FPs and the explanation and comments. 
Since the establishment of the ten foundational premises, four FPs have been 
identified as particularly foundational as other FPs could be derived from them. These 
four FPs are: FP1, FP6, FP9 and FP10 (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). In this thesis, we will 
use S-D logic as the theoretical foundations for developing the research framework, 




Table 2-7: Foundational Premises of S-D Logic 
 Foundational Premise Explanation & Comment 
FP1 
Service is the 
fundamental basis of 
exchange. 
The application of operant resources (knowledge 
and skills), “service,” as defined in S-D logic, is 
the basis for all exchange. Service is exchanged for 
service. 
FP2 
Indirect exchange masks 
the fundamental basis of 
exchange. 
Because service is provided through complex 
combinations of goods, money, and institutions, 
the service basis of exchange is not always 
apparent. 
FP3 
Goods are a distribution 
mechanism for service 
provision. 
Goods (both durable and non-durable) derive their 
value through use – the service they provide. 
FP4 
Operant resources are 
the fundamental source 
of competitive 
advantage. 
The comparative ability to cause desired change 
drives competition. 
FP5 
All economies are 
service economies. 
Service (singular) is only now becoming more 
apparent with increased specialization and 
outsourcing. 
FP6 
The customer is always a 
co-creator of value. 
Implies value creation is interactional. 
FP7 
The enterprise cannot 
deliver value, but only 
offer value propositions. 
Enterprises can offer their applied resources for 
value creation and collaboratively (interactively) 
create value following acceptance of value 
propositions, but cannot create and/or deliver value 
independently. 
FP8 
A service-centered view 
is inherently customer 
oriented and relational 
Because service is defined in terms of customer-
determined benefit and co-created it is inherently 
customer oriented and relational. 
FP9 
All social and economic 
actors are resource 
integrators. 
Implies the context of value creation is networks 
of networks (resource integrators). 
FP10 
Value is always uniquely 
and phenomenologically 
determined by the 
beneficiary 
Value is idiosyncratic, experiential, contextual, and 
meaning laden. 
FP 1 to FP 8 appeared in Vargo and Lusch (2004a); FP 9 was added in in Vargo and 
Lusch (2006); FP 10 was officially added in Vargo and Lusch (2008) and some 
changes were made to other FPs in the same article. 
 
2.3 Extant Service Design Theories  
Service design, often referred to as the transformation process from a service concept 
to a marketable service, is one of the key activities in the new service development 
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process. That the service concept plays a key role in service design has been 
emphasized by noting that service concept is regarded as a driver for service design 
planning (Goldstein et al., 2002). A few studies have contributed to the understanding 
the transformation process from an abstract service concept to a service. The 
following section will particularly review these studies according to their 
methodological nature, i.e., whether it is theoretical or empirical. We strength the 
common principles of service design in the end of this review. 
 
2.3.1 Theoretical studies 
Kingman-Brundage et al. (1995) proposed the service logic model, which consists of 
three core logics: customer logic, technical logic and employee logic. Customer logic 
focuses on customer‟s needs and wants; technical logic deals with the basic principles 
of service delivery; and employee logic concerns employee‟s behavior. Each of these 
three logics is part of the service system and interacts with each other. This service 
logic model describes how and why a unified service system works. Compared to the 
conventional logics, such as sales logic, industrial logic and bureaucratic-legal logic, 
service logic is more integrative and collaborative as it emphasizes on the congruity 
between the service concept and the three core logics (Kingman-Brundage et al., 
1995). It provides a better perspective to examine service systems. However, 
Kingman-Brundage et al. (1995) also pointed out that the service logic model is 
theoretical in nature and remains to be empirically tested. 
 
Ballantyne et al. (1995) conceptualized four diagnostic levels, which are 
environmental setting, processes, job design and people, in the service production and 
delivery process. Here, environment setting refers to the physical, emotional and 
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psychological features that a customer faces in the service delivery process; processes 
are described as the “backbone” of a service; job design focuses on customer 
expectations as successfully delivering what the customers expect will increase 
service companies‟ reputation; and finally, people refer to customer and frontline 
employee‟s interactions that transform the static service production and delivery 
process into a dynamic system. Similar to the essence of Kingman-Brundage et al. 
(1995), the four diagnostic levels are part of a total service system and influence one 
another. Specifically, it is suggested that there is a recursive relationship between the 
four diagnostic levels. Those four diagnostic levels help focus the options to be 
considered in service design and each of them is claimed to be the key to the 
effectiveness of service design. However, the diagnostic levels are not specific enough 
and the authors did not provide any specific cases or guidelines for applying these 
diagnostic levels. 
 
Compared to the previous two studies, Davis and Heineke (2003) went beyond the 
concepts of service design and defined the specific elements to be considered in 
service design. The elements can be grouped into three categories: service content, 
service process and service style. Similarly, Edvardsson et al. (2000) also 
recommended that service design should consider three similar parts, namely, service 
concept, service process and service system. Again, all these parts are inter-related. 
 
The studies reviewed above provide solid theoretical foundation for future service 
design research. These studies reveal that service design can be considered as a 
system consisting of several inter-related parts. It is suggested that every part must be 
aligned with each other to achieve a good design. However, one common problem of 
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these studies results from their theoretical nature. Without strong empirical support, 
the practicality of those studies might be questioned.  
 
2.3.2 Empirical studies 
From an operations management perspective of service design, Chase and Stewart 
(1994) suggested three critical aspects for high quality service: the task, the treatment 
and the tangibles. These three critical aspects are often referred to as the three T 
model. Drawing on this model, Stewart (2003) introduced a framework which further 
elaborated on the three Ts and the interactions among the three Ts. The framework 
exhibits practical suggestions on how to deal with service design and can be regarded 
as an aid in service design. Furthermore, this is the first framework which directly 
links service design with established service quality dimensions, i.e., reliability, 
assurance, empathy, tangibles, and responsiveness (Parasuraman et al., 1985). By 
relating service design with these service quality dimensions, the robustness of 
services to be designed can be assured. Stewart (2003) specifically described how in 
reality the three Ts are realized and how the interactions among them are coordinated 
based on a series of published case studies on Southwest airlines. However, the cases 
are limited to only one specific service industry – the airline service. Thus, the 
practical implications to other service industries may be limited. 
  
Other than from an operations management perspective, Voss et al. (2008) presented a 
strategic management perspective of service design. They proposed a strategy model 
which is built on the notion of experience-centric services, seeing services as 
destinations. This strategy model presents four classes of deliberate design choices, 
i.e., stageware, orgware, linkware, and customerware. Using 28 case studies, the 
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authors provided advice on the design choices and further suggested that behavioral 
science theory must complement the typical technical elements in the extant service 
design literature. The data used in this study involved various service industries; 
however, as also admitted by the authors, the generalizability of the findings from 
case studies is limited. In addition, the propositions derived from the strategy model 
require to be quantitatively tested. 
 
2.4 Opportunities in Service Design Research 
Although we have seen various studies on service design from both theoretical and 
empirical perspectives, the research on service design is still insufficient. A number of 
research areas have been identified.   
 
The importance of service design has been generally recognized that improper design 
of a service may cause continuous problems in service delivery (Gummesson, 1994). 
However, the methodology of service design is still lacking and there is still yet a 
profession called service designer. Gummesson (1994, pp.86) specifically pointed out 
that “in my view, the development and use of service design methodology is a key, 
maybe even the key to the future of service management”. 
 
Johnston (1999) briefly described the four stages of services operations management. 
Focusing on the fourth stage, which is the mature stage of service operations 
management (SOM), he proposed nine core operational issues, including service 
design, in a SOM agenda. Johnston (1999) questioned the definition of service design, 
the effective methods for designing a service, the tools and techniques that are useful 
for service design, the impact of internet in shaping service design methods, etc. 
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These are the areas that need to be addressed in the SOM community. In a recent 
update on the 9 core operational areas, it is noticed that prolific literature has been 
written on service guarantees; however, the focus is still marketing oriented rather 
than operations oriented (Johnston, 2005). 
 
Menor et al. (2002) nicely summarized 14 research opportunities in the context of 
new service development. A number of these opportunities directly relate to service 
design, which is a narrower area of NSD (Johnston, 1999). These opportunities 
include “understand the NSD process stages/ activities and characteristics of 
successful NSD execution”,  “address the widespread (or selective) importance and 
applicability of effectiveness and competitiveness performance metrics to measure 
and assess NSD efforts”, “investigate in greater detail the operational antecedents of 
NSD performance”, “developing techniques for more effective and efficient 
„tangibilizing‟ of service concepts”, “investigate how NPD tools such as concurrent 
engineering and QFD are applicable, or are modified to be applicable, to NSD”, 
“develop and apply the concept of architecture and modularity to NSD projects and 
the NSD process”, and “conceptualize and test DFI tools and procedures in NSD”. 
Menor et al. (2002) also highlighted the importance of operational issues as it may 
add credence to the interdisciplinary focus. 
 
In a more recent study by Arizona State University Center for Service Leadership, 
service design is listed as one of the ten overarching research priorities based on the 
viewpoints from various service academics and practitioners (Ostrom et al., 2010). A 
few interesting topics on service design worth examination were summarized, for 
example, “integrating design thinking into service practices, processes and systems”, 
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“aligning service design approaches with existing organizational structures”, 
“learning systematically about how to best engage customers and employees in 
collaborative service design”, and “using service design to influence the behavior of 
people within service system”, etc.   
 
A few of the above mentioned opportunities have been addressed by recent studies, 
for example, Voss and Hsuan (2009) developed a systematic decomposition approach 
to architecture modeling and a service modularity model to support decision making  
in service design and innovation. Homburg et al. (2009) illustrated the human issues 
in service design from the customer‟s and service provider‟s vantages. Ermer and 
Kniper (1998) studied the application of quality function deployment in service 
design. Chuang (2007) examined the combination of service blueprint and FMEA for 
service design. These studies effectively addressed the topics such as application of 
tools and techniques, involvement of customers and employees, service architecture 
and modularity in the context of service design, which have been required for further 
examination previously. 
 
Though some of the gaps in service design have been bridged, there are still ample 
opportunities for research in service design. This research is by no means to address 
the vast opportunities. From a service operations management perspective, this 
research aims to understand the antecedents of service design effectiveness and 
efficiency. By doing so, we aim to contribute to the literature on investigating the 





In this chapter, the fundamental definitions of service design have been reviewed. 
Throughout this thesis, we prefer classifying service to defining service as a service 
classification scheme is more meaningful for a service operations management 
research. Bullinger‟s (2003) service classification scheme is adopted in this thesis 
mainly because it is the only scheme that was derived from a large sample of 
empirical data. We adopt Edvardsson‟s (1997) description of NSD that it refers to 
whole process from idea generation to the launch of the new service. From an 
operations management perspective, service design refers to an activity that specifies 
detailed structure, infrastructure, and integration content of a service operations 
strategy (Johnston, 1999). 
 
The S-D logic which grounds in ten foundational premises has been discussed 
thoroughly and gained significant awareness in the community of service science. It 
has become one of the most important philosophical foundations for the theory 
development in service science – and a new paradigm for service operations and 
marketing. 
 
We have also reviewed the existing studies of service design. Based on the nature of 
these studies, we classify them into empirical studies and theoretical studies. These 
studies do lay a solid foundation on future service design research. 
 
We have also seen a number of studies proposing research opportunities in service 
design. Though some of these research opportunities have been addressed by recent 
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research development, there are still ample opportunities to work on, e.g., to 
investigate the antecedents of service design effectiveness and efficiency, which is the 




Chapter 3 Theoretical Framework 
3.1 Introduction 
The conceptual framework of this thesis is built upon the extant studies, S-D logic and 
contingency theory. In this chapter, first, the implications of contingency theory are 
discussed. Second, based on theoretical reasoning and empirical evidences, 
relationships pertaining to service design performance are proposed. Third, 
measurement items for each latent variable in the research framework are identified. 
 
Besides the theoretical base, fieldwork interviews were conducted. Empirical 
evidences from published case studies (see appendix B) were also incorporated in 
developing the theoretical framework.  To lay the foundation for this research, the 
theoretical framework synthesizes extant theory, related concepts and empirical 
evidences (Rocco and Plakhotnik, 2009). Table 3-1 describes the interviewees‟ profile. 
Appendix A lists the interview questions.  
Table 3-1: Description of Interviewee Profile 
 Description 
Org. A Organization A is a hospital located in Singapore. It has over 70 year‟s 
history and has been ranked No.1 in a recent yearly nationwide patient 
satisfaction survey. There are two interviewees from organization A 
participated in this study. One is the Chief Operations Officer (COO) and 
another is the Director of Nursing Department. The interview was 
conducted in organization A‟s meeting room and it lasted slightly over one 
hour. There are various recent NSD projects in organization A. These new 
service projects include MMS Wound Service for patients who had surgery 
to update on their wound condition by sending pictures via MMS or e-mail, 
online Queue-viewer for customers to remotely check the length of queue, 
Do-It-Yourself Health Screening for patients and members of public to 
check their blood pressure and weight, etc.  
Org. B Organization B is part of world largest non-profit healthcare organization in 
Singapore. There are two interviewees from organization B participated in 
this study. One is the senior executive from fundraising division and 
another is senior manager from corporate communication division. Both of 
the divisions are actively involved in organization B‟s service design 
projects. The interview was conducted in organization B‟s meeting room 
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and it lasted around 50 minutes.  
Org. C Organization C is located in Beijing. It is one of the leading teaching 
hospitals in China. The interviewee is a full-time clinical doctor in 
organization C. At the time of the interview, the interviewee just finished a 
three-year rotation among six departments. Thus, the interviewee possesses 
good knowledge of the operations in various departments within 
organization C. The interview was conducted in Beijing and it lasted 
around 40 minutes.  
Org. D Organization D is located in Bangkok, Thailand. It is part of a leading 
international IT consulting organization. The interviewee is a senior 
consultant with over 15 years experience in IT consulting. He has been 
actively involved in many service design projects. The interview was 
conducted in a hotel during an International conference in Bangkok, 
Thailand and it lasted around one hour.  
Org. E Organization E is world leading provider of integrated IT solutions on a 
global platform. It is headquartered in Bangalore, India. The interview is 
the Organization Innovation Evangelist and he has participated in various 
service design projects in organization D. The interview was conducted in a 
cafe in Bangkok, Thailand during an international conference.  
Org. F Organization F is an IT consulting firm based in Singapore. It is rated as 
one of the best SMEs in Singapore. The interviewee is the director and 
owner of organization F. He is in charge of the organization‟s new service 
development. The interview was conducted in Organization F‟s meeting 
room and it lasted around 90 minutes.  
 
3.2 Contingency Theory 
Contingency theory, sometimes also referred as contingency framework (Ferrell and 
Gresham, 1985), contingency perspective (Ekeledo and Sivakumar, 1998), 
contingency approach (Tait and Vessey, 1998), provides a framework for research on 
a number of subject matters (Peteraf and Reed, 2007). Galbraith (1973) states that in 
contingency theory, there is no one best way to organize and any way of organizing is 
not equally effective. The theory has been used by many authors and has become an 
underlying foundation for theory building and development in management literature 
(Zeithaml, et al., 1988).  
 
The contingency theory suggests that organization performance varies, depending on 
alignment of contingency factors with organisation designs that allow for appropriate 
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responses to the environment (Zeithaml et al., 1988). In other words, most 
relationships between two variables are influenced by other variables (Boyd et al., 
2012). These suggest three types of variables (see table 3-2) in contingency theory 
building, namely, contingent variable, response variable and performance variable 
(Zeithaml et al., 1988).   
Table 3-2: Types of Variables in Contingency Theory 
Types of variable  Meaning 
Contingency variables Situational characteristics usually exogenous to the focal 
organization or manager 
Response variables Organizational or managerial actions taken in response to 
current or anticipated contingency factors 
Performance variables Dependent measures and represent specific aspects of 
performance that are appropriate to evaluate the fit between 
contingency variables and response variables for the 
situation under consideration 
Adopted from Zeithaml et al. (1988) 
 
The key to contingency theory is the “fit” among the above mentioned three variables 
(Drazin and Van de Ven, 1986). Specifically, Drazin and Van de Ven (1986) discussed 
three conceptual approaches to “fit”, as summarized in table 3-3. The selection 
approach focuses on the relationships between contingent variables and response 
variables but not to examine whether the relationships affect performance. The 
interaction approach looks at the interaction effects of contingent variables and 
responses on performance but not so much on the congruence between contingent 
variables and response variables. Last but not least, the systems approach holistically 
analyzes multiple contingency variables, response variables and performance variable 
in a simultaneously way. The systems approach differs from selection approach and 
interaction approach that the previous two approaches decompose organization into 
elements and then aggregate independent results to understand a holistic system 
(Drazin and Van de Ven, 1986).  
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Table 3-3: Conceptual Approaches to "Fit" in Contingency Theory 
Views, definitions 
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Adopted from Drazin and Van de Ven (1986) 
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As the purpose of this thesis is to investigate the antecedents of service design 
performance in an integrated framework, we adopt the system approach to investigate 
a set of contingency variables and response variables simultaneously. Thus, the “fit” 
in this study refers to a feasible set of equally effective, internally consistent patterns 
of organizational context and structure. Specifically, this study examines the 
antecedents of service design performance and the effects of alignment between 
know-how of service design foci and capability of knowledge management on service 
design performance. This alignment between content and capability is critical to 
performance of project and organization (Gold et al., 2001). Strategy has been found 
to be a moderator between capability and performance (Olson et al., 2005), and the 
same does knowledge management (Storey and Hull, 2010). The basic conceptual 
framework is illustrated in figure 3-1 and will be discussed in the next section. 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Basic Conceptual Framework 
 
3.3 Service Design Performance 
Service design, as one of the key step in new service development process, has a great 
impact on the performance of final service (Song and Song, 2009). Service design 
connects service strategy, service innovation and service implementation (Ostrom et 
al., 2010) and thus its performance draws much attention in the literature (Johnson et 




As discussed in chapter 2, the extant literature on service design models mainly 
address the “how” issues of service design rather than the “how effective and 
efficient” issues. As noted by IFM and IBM (2007), NSD could bring competitive 
advantage to a service organization. Service design at higher performance level will 
certainly contribute to this competitive advantage. 
  
To measure the performance of service design, the following items are adapted 
(Menor and Roth, 2008). In this study, service design performance is measured by its 
effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness refers to what extent service design meets 




 ee01: The new service meets our organization‟s profit objective 
 ee02: High percentage of profit derived from the new service 
 ee03: Return on investment of the new service is high 
 ee04: Introduction to market is fast 
Effectiveness: 
 ee05: The new service meets our customers‟ requirements 






3.4 Know-How of Service Design Foci 
In chapter 2, we have summarized six models on service design from the extant 
literature. These models address the elements in service design extensively. A 
carefully review of these models reveal that they, although using different terms of 
service design from different groups of researchers, do share some similarities.  
 
The first is that service design should be customer oriented. That the service concept 
plays a key role in service design and development is central to the works of 
Edvardsson et al. (2000) and Davis and Heineke (2003). Both define service concept 
as a specific description of customer needs. Other studies also incorporate the concern 
over customers. For example, Kingman-Brundage et al. (1995) based their service 
logic model on customer needs and wants; Stewart (2003) defined a “task” which 
aims to achieve customer desired outputs; in the diagnostic model, job design is 
actually a target to consistently satisfy customer expectations (Ballantyne et al., 1995). 
 
The second similarity is that service design must encompass process design. A service 
process describes how a service concept can be realized, and how service quality can 
be achieved (Ballantyne et al., 1995; Edvardsson et al., 2000; Davis and Heineke, 
2003). The importance of service process is implicitly suggested by Kingman-
Brundage et al. (1995) and Davis and Heineke (2003). Kingman-Brundage et al. 
(1995) recommended that service design follow a technical logic which essentially 
describes the process to achieve the service outcomes. Similarly, Davis and Heineke 
(2003) defined service content as the points and steps (e.g., decision-making, 




The third similarity among research in service design is the focus on the various 
resources involved in the design process. According to Edvardsson et al. (2000), a 
service system includes its human resources, and physical and technical resources. 
These resources follow what Kingman-Brundage et al. (1995) called “technical logic” 
and “employee logic”. Factors of importance in both of the logics include 
organizational policy, employee‟s working conditions, and working methods. Several 
other studies on service design discuss those resources in terms of environmental 
settings and people (Ballantyne et al., 1995); tangibles and treatments (Stewart, 2003), 
and service style (Davis and Heineke, 2003). 
 
The essential elements in service design, as discussed in the above mention six studies, 
are summarized in table 3-4. These elements are organized into three broad 
orientations, i.e., customer orientation, process orientation, and resources orientation. 
Some elements do cut across more than one orientation, i.e., the concepts of service 
process and service system cover both process orientation and resources orientation 
(Edvardsson et al., 2000); the concepts of customerware and linkware broadly refer to 
both customer orientation and process orientation. The three orientations scope out the 





Table 3-4: Content of Service Design 
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3.4.1 Customer orientation – experience utilization 
Customer orientation in the extant literature is characterized as dealing with customer 
needs, requirements, and expectations, as can be seen table 3-4. In service design, it is 
reflected as utilizing customer experience in service design (Nambisan, 2002) and 
continuously working with a small group of customers in service design (Kristensson 
et al., 2007).  
 
The S-D logic, as reviewed in chapter 2, suggests “a service-centred view is 
inherently customer oriented and relational (FP8)”. In addition, “the customer is 
always a co-creator of value (FP6)” and the value is “uniquely and 
phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary (FP10)”.  
 
These reveal that service firms could not create value without customers/ consumers. 
Customers must play a necessary role in service consumption or value creation 
process. These also imply that customers may play an important role in service design. 
Service design project could benefit from involving customers by integrating 
customer knowledge and utilizing past experience. This could help service firm to 
better understand the nature of value co-creation or the interaction in value co-
creation. In addition, the alignment of new service and customer needs could be 
improved. S-D logic also implies that involving customer in design process actually 
transform customer into operant resources which firms could draw on to enhance 
service design performance. 
 
Customer‟s experience has been considered as an important input in service design 
(Nambisan, 2002). It not only contributes to idea generation and business analysis, but 
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also contributes to service testing (Nambisan, 2002).  
 
Customer involvement has also been discussed in the extant literature (Dosi et al., 
1994; Alam, 2002; Nambisan, 2002; Kingman-Brundage et al., 1995; Kristensson et 
al., 2007; Steen et al., 2011). According to Dosi et al. (1994), firm‟s competitive 
advantage will rest on socio-economic arrangements that favor experimentation, 
innovation and learning in the long run. These have to be promoted by an active 
participation of a huge spectrum of users. 
 
Alam (2002) studied customer involvement in various aspects in service development 
and concluded that involving customers in the service development process is key to a 
successful new service. Carbonell et al. (2009) further supported the finding. Among 
the many activities in new service development, service design is one of the areas that 
customers are more intensively involved in (Alam, 2002). Alam (2002) also 
summarized the modes of involvement as face-to-face interview, user visits and 
meeting, brainstorming, observation and feedback, phone, faxes and emails and focus 
group discussion. 
 
Through an extensive literature review and case studies, Steen et al. (2011) 
categorized the potential benefits of involving customers in service design into three 
areas, i.e., benefits for service design project, benefits for service‟s customers and 
benefits for the service organization. The benefits for service design project include 
improved the creative process, better service definitions, higher project efficiency, and 




Empirical evidences also suggest that utilizing customer experience in service design 
project often brings in positive impact on the performance. A case study of Singapore 
Airline reveals that the service innovation team studies customer‟s lifestyle needs in 
order to create “wow” effects (Heracleous et al., 2009). The team also holds user 
conferences where its frequent flyers are invited to debate their ideas and give their 
inputs. In addition, a small group of priority customers will be employed to test the 
new services before it is put into use (Heracleous et al., 2009). 
 
In Pikes Lane Health Center, service design team started with a small group of people 
to define problem and then worked with a wider group to design a new service. 
Customers contribute to service design project by “helped develop the ideas, 
commenting on and participating in a number of prototypes, and making real time 
suggestions for their improvement” (Cottam and Leadbeater, 2004, pp.13).  
 
Based on the above discussion from both theoretical and empirical perspectives, we 
define experience utilization as the degree of utilizing customer experience and 
involving customer in service design. 
 
Hypothesis 1 
The level of experience utilization is positively related to service design performance.  
 
Experience utilization (EU) is measured by the following three items: 
 eu01: Customers‟ experience are the inputs to service design (Nambisan, 
2002) 
 eu02: Customer‟s experience contributes to service testing (Nambisan, 2002) 
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 eu03: Customer is not only consumer, but also our co-producer (Nambisan, 
2002; Kingman-Brundage et al., 1995; Kristensson et al., 2007) 
 
3.4.2 Process orientation – formalization and proficiency 
Service experience has been examined using theatrical performance as a metaphor 
(Grove and Fisk, 1992; Grove et al., 1998). Consistently, designing new service are 
seen from the perspective as developing theatrical performance (Stuart and Tax, 2004). 
Developing new theatrical performance is actually regarded as best practices for 
designing live performance. Stuart and Tax (2004) noted that the process of 
developing theatrical performance has been systematically created, revised and 
perfected and thus it represents a formal and proficient process design. This 
formalized and proficient process has been found to contribute to the effectiveness 
(high quality and limited post-opening improvement actions) and efficiency (speed 
and budget) of theatrical performance delivery. This implies that in service design, a 
formal and proficient service process design could positively influence service design 
performance. 
 
3.4.2.1 Process formalization (PF) 
In the NPD literature, Kessler and Chakrabarti (1996) found that process design is a 
deterministic factor for NPD performance. The model indicated that formalized, 
rather than ad hoc, process design is an enabler for more robust development cycles in 
NPD. Similarly, Tax and Stuart (1997) emphasized the importance of a well-defined 
service process design by noting that formalized service process design helps to 
reduce cycle time and ease design replication. This is also seen as a more systematic 
approach to designing services. Based on the empirical study of Jallat (1992), as cited 
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by Stevens and Dimitriadis (2005), a higher degree of process design sophistication 
had a positive impact on the performance of new service, which directly relates to the 
measures of service design performance (effectiveness). Froehle et al. (2000) 
summarized the benefits of having a formalized service process design as: improved 
efficiency in support activities; reduction in mis-communication; elimination of non-
value add activities; improved project flow. 
 
Based on the above discussions, we propose 
 
Hypothesis 2 
The level of formalization of service process design is positively related to service 
design performance. 
 
In this thesis, process formalization (PF) refers to service design team using a well-
defined and formalized process design approach in service design project. It is 
measured using the following item: 
 pf00: Service process design is formally organized in our organization 
(Evardsson et al., 1995) 
 
3.4.2.2 Process Proficiency (PP) 
The applicability of the service is not only depends on the service outcome, but also 
depends on the service process. From customer‟s point of view, being able to 
influence or control the value-creation process is highly appreciated, though they may 




The above argument is also supported by script theory. According to Tomkins (1954), 
a script is a construct consisting of a sequence of actions or events necessary to 
achieve a goal. Relevant people, locations or objects can also be included in a script.  
A script is applied in a situation called a scene, which has a perceived beginning and 
ending. The scene forms the basic unit of analysis in the script theory. A performance 
consists of a sequence of scenes and each scene is triggered by an affect. The 
descriptive definition of script, scene and performance well suits a service process, 
which is referred to as a chain of activities that deliver what customer needs in this 
thesis. The sequence of scene models the step-by-step process in service design. The 
affects model the critical points in service design.   
 
The script theory suggests that knowledge about a particular script, which is to be 
used in a situation, results in less required thinking and mental activity, thus enhance 
receiver‟s perception of quality. This implies that for service design, the sequence of 
service process should be designed to be clear to customers, which is step-by-step 
following the “scene” concept. From “scene” to “scene”, the critical points or affects 
must be considered. If not, customer won‟t feel any control or influence over the 
value-creation process and thus impact the measures of the SD performance. 
 
The sequential steps and critical points have been observed as the core ideas in 
various service design tools, such as service blueprint (Shostack,1982), customer 
journey map (Service Design Tools
7
), process chain network diagram (Sampson, 
2012). 
 




From an empirical perspective, Singapore Airline recognized that customer is buying 
the travel experience of a whole journey rather than merely a flight service 
(Heracleous et al., 2009). “A porter and staff member will greet first-class passengers 
as they alight from their car, take their luggage and check in for them. The passengers 
wait in a special lounge at Changi Airport, just 15 steps away from immigration”, As 
noted by Chan (2000b). These reflect SIA‟s considerations on the service process as 
well as critical points in their service design. Zipcar, which is a company providing 
car-sharing services, describes its service to customers as “Book-Unlock-Fill up-
Extend-Cleanup” (Frei, 2008). This essentially follows the step-by-step concept in 
service process design. 
 
Based on the above discussions, we propose: 
 
Hypothesis 3 
The level of process proficiency is positively related to service design performance.  
 
Process proficiency (PP) is defined as the degree of focus on the service process and 
critical points in service design. It is measured using the following two items: 
 pp01: Our service process is designed to be stage by stage (Davis and Heineke, 
2003) 
 pp02: We are very clear of the critical points in the service process (Davis and 
Heineke, 2003) 
3.4.3 Resources orientation – interaction resources 
Similar to Sampson (2012), we use the word “resource” in general sense in this study. 
Resources in a typical service design project may include individual person, team, and 
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service environment and so on. 
 
Interaction is an essential part of service (Katzan, 2011). The sixth foundational 
premises in S-D logic “the customer is always a co-creator of value” implies that 
value creation is interactional. With this in mind, theories and models developed for 
service science should focus on interactive and dynamic aspects of exchange (Vargo 
et al., 2010). 
 
The interactions happen between customer and different components of resources, i.e., 
human resources and service environment. The resources orientation essentially 
addresses the importance of interaction. It focuses on the service environment where 
the service happens and the human resources who deliver the service.  
 
Service environment serves multiple purposes in service encounter/ experience by 
engineering customer experience, shaping customer behavior, conveying the planning 
firm image, facilitating service encounter and enhancing both service quality and 
productivity (Lovelock and Wirtz, 2011). A desired service environment consists of 
hundreds of elements, both tangible and intangible, which must work together to 
create a mood that is perceived and interpreted by the customer (Dunne et al., 2002; 
Reimer and Kuehn, 2005).  This will directly or indirectly affects customer‟s 
perception of the experiential value of a service and thus affects measures related to 
service design performance (Reimer and Kuehn, 2005). 
 
Another important interaction resource is service firm‟s frontline employee. Frontline 
employee, who deals with customer directly, is the most importance knowledge 
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interface for external knowledge transfer (Atuahene-Gima, 1996). According to Bitner 
(1990), the interaction between customer and frontline employee affects customer‟s 
perceived service quality and thus it is an influential factor on customer satisfaction 
and service design performance. This prompts the importance of frontline employee 
and employee training. 
 
Frontline employee plays an extremely important role in service (Wirtz et al., 2012).  
To customers, their experience with service staff is one of the key aspects of a service. 
To service firm, service delivery by frontline employee can be important source of 
competitive advantage (Wirtz et al., 2012). Wirtz et al. (2012, pp.324) put the reasons 
as “This is because the frontline: 1) is a core part of the product; 2) is the service firm; 
3) is the brand; 4) affects sales; 5) determines productivity.” In addition, frontline 
employees‟ ability to anticipate customers‟ needs, customize the service delivery and 
build personalized relationships with customers leads to customer loyalty (Wirtz et al., 
2012). 
 
The S-D logic advocates that “service is the fundamental basis of exchange. It is the 
application of operant resources, i.e., knowledge and skills [FP1]” and “operant 
resources are the fundamental source of competitive advantage [FP4]”. These imply 
that knowledge and skills are the essential enablers of successful service. Equipping 
employees with necessary knowledge and skills is thus important in any service 
design projects. The training sessions provided to employees is one of the most 
frequently used approaches to achieving this objective. In healthcare industry, 
employee training is described as “taking care of the people who take care of people”, 
which is to make sure that employees receive appropriate training and recognition 
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(Bohmer, 2009). For Singapore Airline, it places a comprehensive and holistic 
approach to developing human resources besides the huge investment in infrastructure 
and technology as it believes that it is human beings that drive the infrastructure and 
technology (Johnston and Wirtz, 2006). The training of frontline employees focuses 
on equipping them with skills to deal with the stress and demands which rose from 
customer‟s high expectations. It is said that that everyone in SIA has a training plan 
with clear goals. The formalized plan makes it possible for SIA to deliver services at a 
consistent level (Chan, 2000a). 
 
Based on the above discussions, we propose: 
 
Hypothesis 4: 
The level of focus on interaction resources is positively related to service design 
performance. 
 
Interaction resources (IR) consist of service environment and service delivery 
employees in this context of this study. The construct is measured by the following 
three items: 
 ir01: We maintain a pleasure and harmony atmosphere during service delivery 
(Yee et al., 2008; Bitner, 1992) 
 ir02: Frontline employees could represent the firm (Yee et al., 2008) 





3.5 Capability of Knowledge Management  
A resource-based perspective of firm has been developed (Conner and Prahalad, 
1996). It perceives firm as a bundle of resources and capabilities where management‟s 
primary task is to maximize value through optimal resources and capabilities 
deployment (Grant, 1996). Thus, the focus of the resource-based perspective is 
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Figure 3-2: Evolvement of Knowledge Based View 
 
It gradually becomes clear that a knowledge-based perspective, which builds upon the 
resource-based perspective (Alavi and Leidner, 2001), is the essence of the resource-
based perspective. This perspective reveals that private knowledge held by the firm is 
the source of competitive advantage (Conner and Prahalad, 1996). In this perspective, 
a firm can be seen as an institution for producing goods and services. The production 
process can be viewed as the issues of creating, acquiring, storing and deploying 
knowledge (Grant, 1996).  
 
The evolvement of knowledge management research is illustrated in figure 3-2. In 
service design, an abstract service concept describes what the potential new service is. 
This abstract service concept involves the inputs from both prospective users and 
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operational personnel (Scheuing and Johnson, 1989). From a knowledge-based 
perspective, the abstract service concept can be viewed as the integration of 
knowledge from customers, frontline employees and experts. The actual new service 
delivery is the output of service design. Thus, service design is a transformation 
process from service concept to successful service delivery, which follows the 
transformation process from embedded knowledge to embodied knowledge  
 
The knowledge-based perspective involves two important basic concepts, which are 
tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge can be identified as “know-
how” and it is revealed through its application. While explicit knowledge is identified 
as “know about facts and theories” and it is revealed by its communication (Alavi and 
Leidner, 2001). Corresponding to the two basic types of knowledge, two main 
knowledge management strategies, i.e., personalization strategy and codification 
strategy, have been proposed and discussed in the literature (Hansen et al., 1999; 
Storey and Kahn, 2010). Personalization relies upon the tacit and implicit knowledge 
of individuals and is more focused on the sharing of knowledge mainly through direct 
person-to-person interactions. Codification, sometimes referred to as people-to-
document, relies upon the explicit knowledge and is more focused on the sharing of 
knowledge mainly through reutilization of existing knowledge (Hansen et al., 1999).  
 
Knowledge is the most critical resource of the firm (Grant, 1996). Knowledge 
resources and capabilities are the main determinants of superior performance and 
competitive advantage (Eisenhardt and Santos, 2002). Von Krogh (1998, p.133) stated 
that “the company’s overall performance depends on the extent to which managers 
can mobilize all of the knowledge resources held by individuals and teams and turn 
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these resources into value-creating activities”. Roth and Menor (2003) suggested that 
researchers could take a knowledge management perspective to advance services 
theories. Besides, the service dominant logic suggests that knowledge and skills are 
the resources to focus on in order to make better value propositions (Vargo and Lusch, 
2004a). 
 
Recent studies have investigated the role of knowledge management in new service 
development and service innovation and the results indicate that knowledge 
management strategies and practices are the drivers of new service development and 
service innovation performances (Numprasertchai and Igel, 2004; Storey and Hull, 
2010; Storey and Kahn, 2010).  
 
According to Demarest (1997), knowledge management benefits firm in a number of 
ways such as accelerating innovation and structural agility; reducing cycle time and 
program failure rate; creating a healthy and knowledge-friendly culture; attracting and 
maintaining high-quality knowledge workforce; and by improving re-use of levels of 
knowledge and corporate memory. 
 
Through literature review and fieldwork interviews, two important aspects of 
knowledge management are identified in this study. First, knowledge management 
strategy needs to be supported by its infrastructure. Second, tools and techniques, as 
forms of codified knowledge, have been extensively discussed in the literature and 




3.5.1 Knowledge management infrastructure 
Effective knowledge management strategies rely on knowledge management 
infrastructure (Gold et al., 2001). Specifically, personalization strategy builds on 
networks of people and codification strategy is supported by computer and 
information technologies. The importance of having a supportive and effective 
knowledge management infrastructure to underpin firms‟ knowledge management 
strategies has been recognized (Davenport and Völpel, 2001). 
 
Gold et al. (2001) suggested three dimensions of knowledge infrastructure on an 
organizational level: 1) technology dimension refers to the linkage between 
information system and communication system in an organization; 2), culture 
dimension refers to the interaction and dialog between individuals or groups; and 3) 
structure dimension refers to organizational structure that encourage collaboration and 
sharing not only within the organization but also across the supply chain. The 
technology dimension supports codification strategy while the rest two support 
personalization strategy. In line with both culture and structure dimensions, von 
Krogh (1998) suggests that organizations should put particular demand on the way 
people relate to each other in order to effectively carry out knowledge management 
initiatives. 
 
From an empirical perspective, various sources of knowledge, include customers, 
frontline employees, the famous “Singapore girl”, and external benchmark are 
involved in service design in Singapore Airline (Heracleous et al., 2009; 2005). 
Customer feedback are recorded and distributed to relevant departments to analyze for 
continuous improvement. Opinions from service staff are also well taken care of 
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(Johnston and Wirtz, 2006). SIA is gaining knowledge not only from benchmarking 
its service with other airlines but also with other industries. For example, SIA sends 
its staffs to try other airlines‟ new service and evaluate the new service to see whether 
SIA could introduce the same new service or come up with a better one (Heracleous et 
al., 2009). 
 
Based on the above discussions, the following items are identified to measure the 
capacity of knowledge management infrastructure (CK) in this study. 
 
 ck01: We have a designated space for staffs to discuss and share ideas 
(Fieldwork A-F; Gold et al, 2001) 
 ck02: We have intranet for staff to discuss and share ideas on service design 
(Fieldwork A-F; Gold et al., 2001) 
 ck03: We put particular demands on the way people relate to each other in our 
company (von Krogh, 1998; Gold et al., 2001) 
 ck04: We have a good interaction with people outside the service design team. 
(Janz and Prasarnphanich, 2003; Gold et al., 2001) 
 ck05: We have a database to store practices, ideas and knowledge of service 
design (Fieldwork D, E, Gold et al., 2001)  
 
3.5.1.1 Experience utilization and capacity of knowledge management infrastructure 
Customer experience, whether it is obtained through reactive (survey, interview, etc) 
or proactive methods (lead user, co-create, etc), is valuable knowledge to service 
design (Nambisan, 2002). Utilizing customer experience is hypothesized to have a 
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positive impact on service design performance (See Hypothesis 1). The knowledge of 
customer experience in an organization might reside in multiple individuals and 
systems. A proper knowledge management infrastructure will facilitate to compile and 
organize this knowledge together to have a better picture of customer experience. This 
could be achieved through storage and communication of customer experience. From 
a contingency perspective, as discussed in section 3.2, the alignment or interaction 
between experience utilization and capacity of knowledge management infrastructure 
thus positively influences the performance of service design. This is also supported by 
the finding that when service providers could demonstrate knowledge about customer 
(needs, wants, requirement, and experience, etc.), a higher level of customer 
satisfaction is observed (McColl-Kennedy and Sparks, 2003). 
 
Hypothesis 5 
The relationship between experience utilization and service design performance is 
moderated by the capacity of knowledge management infrastructure (CK). That is, the 
relationship is weaker when under condition of lower capacity of CK and stronger 
under condition of higher capacity of CK. 
 
3.5.1.2 Interaction resources and knowledge management infrastructure 
Interaction resources mainly consist of frontline employees and service environment, 
as stated earlier. Quality of interaction directly affects customer satisfaction and thus 
impacts performance of service design. Design and management of either resource 
could be supported by knowledge management infrastructure. Frontline employee 
could rely on the knowledge infrastructure to better serve and interact with customers 
by delivering more customized service and resolving enquiries in-time. The S-D logic 
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also suggests that service is actually the application of knowledge and skills (Vargo 
and Lusch, 2004a). Knowledge management infrastructure enables the firm to equip 
its frontline employees with appropriate knowledge and skills through ease of access 
to existing information and staff training and development. Knowledge management 
infrastructure also supports the design of service environment. Being a multi-
dimensional concept, service environment consists of both tangible elements (such as 
layout, furnishings, equipment, signage, personal artifacts and style of decor, etc.) and 
intangible elements (such as music, odor, air quality, temperature, and noise, etc). The 
reactions from customer and employee to these service environment dimensions could 
form the knowledge database for service design. Research has found the service 
environment not only affects customer satisfaction but also impacts employee 
productivity (Binter, 1992; Kingman-Brundage et al., 1995). 
 
Hypothesis 6 
The relationship between interaction resource and service design performance is 
moderated by the capacity of knowledge management infrastructure (CK).  
 
3.5.2 Application of tools and techniques 
Another dimension of knowledge management frequently discussed in service design 
literature is the application of tools and techniques. We adopt a broad definition of 
tools and techniques in this study. Tools and techniques include practical methods, 
skills, means or mechanism that can be applied to particular tasks, facilitating positive 
change and improvements (McQuater et al., 1995). These tools and techniques are 
actually forms of codified knowledge, which is explicit knowledge in a usable form 




According to the theory of performance frontiers, it is the application of tools and 
techniques that moves the operating frontier from lower level to higher one 
(Schmenner and Swink, 1998; Swink, 2006). Thus the application of tools and 
techniques is perceived to have a positive influence on the service design performance. 
 
Based on different stages of service design, Moritz (2005) listed and explained a wide 
range of tools and techniques that could help to facilitate the understanding, thinking, 
generating, filtering, explain and realizing of service design. A recent and updated 
open collection on service design tools further promotes the awareness and 
application of service design tools and techniques in the design process
8
. Tools and 
techniques are considered to be vital to service quality improvement (Tari and Sabater, 
2004). More importantly, the application of tools and techniques provides the 
foundation for teamwork in service design, as stated by the senior consultant from 
Org. E, “The backgrounds of our consultants are diverse, junior and senior, local and 
international, if we do not have the common methods, we cannot work together”. He 
further stated that “they [tools and techniques] are intentionally created for 
efficiency…” Service organizations also use industry standards as a tool to facilitate 
service design, as noted by the technical director from Org. F, “IT services have 
several standards, e.g., SOX, ITIL. We have to keep to these standards when we 
design services.” The similar statement was also noted by interviewee from Org. E. 
Some service organizations not only use a set of tools and techniques when designing 
services, they also could customize these tools and techniques to individual projects.  
 
                                                        
8 Service design tools: www.servicedesigntools.org 
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Service design companies also develop their own set of tools and techniques for 
service design. IDEO developed a set of 51 method cards to inspire design and keep 
people at the centre of the design process
9
. Engine Service Design also published their 
favourite series of service design methods, including experience surveying, cultural 




In general, tools and techniques are adopted and used to map processes, streamline 
processes, adhere to improved processes, plan work activities, collecting data, 
analyzing results, monitoring progress, and solving problems (Choo et al., 2007). 
Another main purpose is to learn about customers through discursive, material and 
spatial tools (Wägar, 2008).  
 
The level of application of tools and techniques (TT) is measured by the following 
two items: 
 tt01: We use a range of tools and techniques for service design (Fieldwork 
D, E, G) 
 tt02: We have tools and techniques that could be customized to individual 
project (Fieldwork D) 
3.5.2.1 Experience utilization and application of tools and techniques 
The literature has shown wide range of tools and techniques applications in dealing 
with experience utilization. Traditional customer survey methods, such as 
questionnaire survey and focus group study are commonly used by service firms to 
collect and organize customer information on their past experiences (Verma et al., 
2008). The aim is not to get quantitative truth, but rather to get inspiration and 
actionable insights (Burns et al., 2006). However, they are criticized that information 
                                                        
9 IDEO Website: www.ideo.com/work/method-cards 
10 Engin Service Design:  www.enginegroup.co.uk/service_design/methods 
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collected through traditional methods may not be suitable to predict future preference 
or usage (Trott, 2001).  Complementary to the traditional tools and techniques, more 
innovative techniques have been developed, such as customer choice modelling and 
lead user method (Verma et al., 2008). Customer choice modeling helps to identify 
important attributes of service through obtaining iterative choices from customers 
(Verma et al., 2008). Lead user method fits the co-creation concept and it requires 
active engagement of users in the service design process (von Hippel, 1986; 
Kristensson et al., 2004). In sum, applying tools and techniques in dealing with 
customer experience has found to be positively contrite to the development of new 
services (Verma et al., 2008; Kristensson et al., 2004). 
 
Hypothesis 7 
The relationship between experience utilization and service design performance is 
moderated by the application of tools and techniques.  
3.5.2.2 Process proficiency and application of tools and techniques 
The earliest tool for service design might be blueprinting. Shostack (1982) introduced 
blueprinting as a service design tool that intensively focuses on the processes of 
service. Service blueprinting later became one of the most practical tools used in the 
service industry and also considered as the key to the success of service design and 
innovation
11
.  A review study on service design also found that majority of the service 
design tools and techniques, such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (Koen et al., 
2002; Pillay and Wang, 2003), and Structure Analysis and Design Technique (Jackson, 
1992; Congram and Epelman, 1995), etc., are process oriented. These tools and 
techniques provide a better way to effectively describe service processes. Thus it 
                                                        
11 Service blueprinting overview: wpcarey.asu.edu/csl/services_blueprinting/index.cfm 
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enables collaborative learning, co-creation and effective communication in service 
design (Congram and Epelman, 1995), which ultimately contributes to the service 
design performance.  
 
Hypothesis 8 
The relationship between process proficiency and service design performance is also 







Figure 3-3: Research Framework 
 
 
The research framework, as illustrated in figure 3-3, summarizes the main discussions 
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in this chapter. The S-D logic, recognized as one of the fundamental theories in 
service science, has been widely applied in various areas of service research, such as 
service innovation (Ordanini and Parasuraman, 2011) and service system design 
(Edvardsson et al., 2011). We summarize the application of the key concepts in the S-
D logic in service design as below, although majority of them have been discussed in 
the hypothesis development process. 
 
“Operand resources” are in line with traditional concept of resources that people 
could work on in order to provide value to others. In this study of service design, the 
operand resources are the interaction resources, more specifically, the service 
environment. Tangible and intangible elements comprising the service environment 
are essentially the operand resources that affect customer‟s perception of the eservice 
experience as well as the value provided by the service. “Operant resources” work on 
other resources [operand resources] to produce effects. The training and recognition 
of frontline employee reflects the concept of “operant resources” in this study. 
Involving customers in service design is also a way to treat customers as “operant 
resources” (Ordanini and Parasuraman, 2011). 
 
Value co-creation is another key concept in S-D logic (FP6 and FP10). As discussed 
in the research framework development, the concept of customer co-creation as well 
as interaction between customer and various resources respond to this importance 
concept. 
 
Drawing mainly on the S-D logic and contingency theory, together with other 
theoretical and empirical evidences, we have proposed eight hypotheses in this 
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chapter. Some of these hypotheses have been discussed by theoretical studies or 
examined through empirical studies, e.g., the contribution of customer experience in 
service design (Nambisan, 2002), the involvement of customer in service design 
(Alam, 2002; Steen et al., 2011) have been examined in the extant literature. However, 
they were not tested in a holistic manner. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, 
they have not been examined from a contingency perspective. The interaction of these 
constructs and knowledge management strategy remain unknown.  
 
The system approach for contingency theory is adopted in this study. These proposed 









Chapter 4 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
4.1 Research Method 
The measurement items listed in chapter 3 formed the essential content of the survey 
instrument. Besides, a number of profiling questions were also included. These 
questions covered the industry groupings, types of service offering, number of new 
services launched in the past three years, staff strength and innovativeness of new 
service.  
 
The survey was then pretested to evaluate individual item content, clarity of 
instruction, and response information collection. Pre-test invitations were sent to 30 
people, half of whom were doctoral students. The other half were employees with at 
least three years experience in the IT consulting, financial services, health care, and 
education industries. Respondents were located in the USA, UK, China, and 
Singapore. To further understand the comments and suggestions of respondents from 
Singapore, follow-up face-to-face interviews were conducted. For overseas 
respondents, telephone interviews or online discussions were conducted. Then survey 
instrument was then refined based on the feedback and comments received. 
 
The sampling frame was taken from a national graduate employer database, which 
contains information of 6377 firms located in Singapore. We started from selecting 
firms in the service sector. Then we proceeded to select the firms with available 
mailing addresses. In the end 1544 firms were selected. Our target respondent profile 
is service quality manager or marketing director in the service organization as we 
found in our fieldwork that they are the most appropriate sources of information on 
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service design. The unit of analysis is one service design project in the past three 
years that the respondents are most familiar with. 
 
The first mailing packet, including a personalized survey invitation letter, a copy of 
the survey questionnaire, and a post-paid business reply envelope with return-address 
label, was sent to the service quality manager or marketing director of each of the 
1544 firms. However, due to incorrect mailing addresses (firm no longer exists, firm 
moved to new place, etc.), 281 mails cannot be delivered. A follow-up packet, 
including a personalized reminder letter, a copy of the survey questionnaire and 
business reply envelope, was sent to the contact person after 4 weeks to increase the 
response rate. At the end of the survey, we received completed questionnaire from 139 
firms and declinations from 16 firms. Reasons for declining to participate in the 
survey include violating company policy, firm exclusively involved in other survey, 
etc. Thus the response rate for this survey is 11%, which achieves a similar response 
rate as in Bansal et al. (2004)‟s research on service switching. Profile of the 
responding firms is summarized in table 4-1. Among the respondents, the number of 
financial service firms ranks the first, followed by IT services, and leisure and 
hospitality services. More than 60% of respondent firms have over 10 years 
experience in the service industry. Almost 60% of respondent firms have new services 
launched in the past three years. Among them, most of the firms have 1-5 new 
services launched. Quite a number of the new services (60%) are new to the market or 
new to the firm services, which are considered very innovative. As there is only a 
small number of missing values present, we use the mean substitution strategy to deal 




Table 4-1: Profile of Survey Respondents 
  Frequency Percentage 
Industry Groupings 
Financial 22 16% 
eService 2 1% 
Telecom 3 2% 
IT services 20 14% 
Leisure and hospitality 15 11% 
Health care 9 6% 
Logistics 3 2% 
Consulting 16 12% 
Education 6 4% 
Retail 9 6% 
Others 34 24% 
Type of Firm 
Local 116 83% 
Joint Venture 9 6% 
Multinational 14 10% 
Number of Employees 
1-9 57 41% 
10-19 36 26% 
20-49 19 14% 
50-99 8 6% 
100-199 12 9% 
200-499 7 5% 
Service Experience 
1-3 6 4% 
4-6 26 19% 
7-9 20 14% 
10-15 30 22% 
16-29 38 27% 
30-49 15 11% 
>50 4 3% 
Number of New Services Launched in the Past three years 
0 61 44% 
1-2 33 24% 
3-5 34 24% 
6-9 7 5% 
>10 4 3% 
Service Innovativeness 
New to the market 22 28% 
New to the company 25 32% 
New Delivery Process 10 13% 
Modification 8 10% 
Extension 7 9% 
Reposition 6 8% 
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4.2 Non-Response Analysis 
Although there is generally no accepted minimum response rate in social research 
(Fowler, 2001), it is necessary to assess the non-response bias before proceeding the 
data analysis. Based on the assumption that subjects who respond late are more like 
non-respondents, an approach to assess non-response bias in the marketing literature 
is to compare the selected means of the early and late responses (Armstrong and 
Overton, 1977). This approach is widely used in the literature (Swafford et al., 2006; 
Menor and Roth, 2007; Ettlie and Kubarek, 2008). In this research, responses of the 
first one third received were compared to responses of the last one third received. 
Independent samples t-test was performed on service industry groupings, number of 
employees, innovativeness of new service, experience in the service industry, type of 
company, quantity of new services launched in the past three years. Results are shown 
in table 4-2. We found no significant differences between the early responses and late 
responses at 95% confidence intervals. This indicates that non-response bias is not a 
significant issue in this study. 











Interval of the 
Difference 
 Lower Upper 
Service Industry 
Groupings 
1.369 90 .174 1.174 .857 -.529 2.877 
Type of Firm -.154 90 .878 -.022 .141 -.302 .258 
Employee Number -.391 90 .697 -.130 .334 -.794 .533 
Industry 
Experience 




.183 90 .855 .043 .238 -.429 .516 




4.3 Data Analysis 
After non-response bias was assessed, we proceeded with the analysis following the 
two-step approach suggested by Anderson and Gerbing (1988). The two-step 
approach is effective in separating measurement model issues from structural model 
issues (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). In the first step we assessed the quality of the 
measurement model and then in the second step, we tested the hypotheses using 
structural equation modeling. 
 
However, the choice of data analysis methods in each step depends on a number of 
factors, such as structure of measurement model, complexity and maturity of research 
framework and sample size (Chin, 2010). Thus it is important to make clear about 
these issues before proceed to data analysis. We focus on the following two main 
areas: formative structure versus reflective structure of latent variable; covariance-
based structural equation modeling (CBSEM) versus partial least squares (PLS). 
Some of the other issues, such as limitation of sample size, complexity and maturity 
of research framework are discussed jointly with these two areas. 
 
4.3.1 Formative structure and reflective structure 
Latent variables are those that cannot be directly observed or measured and thus they 
have to be assessed using manifest items or indicators (Churchill, 1979). 
 
There are two type of structure of a latent variable: reflective structure and formative 
structure. Figures 4-1 illustrates the relationship between the measurement items and 
the latent variable. In a reflective structure (figure 4-1, left side), variation in latent 
variable causes variation in measurement item; in a formative structure (figure 4-1, 
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right side), the measurement items define the latent variable and thus changes in 
measurement item will cause changes in latent variable. The direction of causality is 
reversed in the two structures and thus they are totally different (Bollen and Lennox, 
1991). 
 
The reflective structure has been the dominant format of latent variables in the 
literature and recently researchers argued that some of the latent variables with a 
reflective structure actually fit better in a formative structure (Diamantopoulos and 
Siguaw, 2006).  If a formative latent variable is mis-specified as a reflective variable, 
there will be upward bias for estimations on paths originating from the mis-specified 
variable and downward bias for estimations on paths leading to the mis-specified 
variable (Jarvis et al., 2003). 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Reflective (left) and Formative (right) Structure of Latent Variables 
Adopted from Coltman et al. (2008) 
 
Based on the above discussion, it is important and necessary to clarify the 
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measurement structure of latent variables used in this study. If latent variables are 
mis-specified, it may lead to inaccurate estimate in theoretical framework testing 
(Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 2006).  This mis-specification cannot be detected with 
the most commonly used goodness-if-fit indices, such as Goodness of fit index (GFI), 
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and Root Measure Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA) (MacKenzie et al., 2005). 
 
In addition, different structure of measurement model also results in different 
statistical procedures and methods in assessing measurement model quality and 
testing structural relationships. This will be discussed further in the next section. 
 
The measurement model structure for this study was specified based on the following 
criteria: 1) theoretical relationship between measurement item and latent variable. 
This has been discussed in chapter 3; 2) characteristics of measurement items 
(Rossiter, 2002; Jarvis et al, 2003).  Table 4-3 lists the specific characteristics. 
 
Table 4-3: Characteristics of Measurement Items In Reflective and Formative 
Structure 
 Reflective structure Formative structure 
Characteristics of 
Measurement Items 
 Items share a common 
theme 
 Items need not share a 
common theme 
 Items are 
interchangeable 
 Items are not 
interchangeable 
 Adding or dropping an 
item does not change the 
conceptual domain of 
the construct 
 Adding or dropping an 
item may change the 
domain of the construct 





All the latent variables with their associated measurement items were carefully 
reviewed using the above mentioned criteria. The structure of some of the latent 
variables could clearly be identified, for example, experience utilization should be 
measured using a reflective structure and the three items measuring experience 
utilization shared a common theme. To some extent, they can be interchanged. 
Dropping whichever item won‟t significantly affect the conceptual domain. For the 
latent variable application of tools and techniques, it is clear that it should be 
measured using a formative structure as the two items, i.e. tt01 and tt02, measures 
different aspects. Specifically, tt01 “We use a range of tools and techniques for service 
design” measures the width of application and tt02 “We have tools and techniques that 
could be customized to individual project” measures the flexibility or depth of 
application of tools and techniques. Those two aspects form the conceptual domain of 
proficiency of tools and techniques application. 
 
However, we also found a mixed structure for some of the latent variables. For 
example, service design performance is measurement by six items, among which, the 
first four items share a common theme – measuring the efficiency aspects of 
performance. The rest two items share another theme, which more focus on the 
effectiveness of the new service. This also happens to capability of knowledge 
management infrastructure, where item ck01 to ck04 share common theme – 
infrastructure supporting knowledge management personalization strategy. Item ck05 
refers knowledge management infrastructure supporting codification strategy. 
 
To make the measurement structure clearer, a data parceling approach was adopted. 
Parceling is defined as aggregating individual items into one or more parcels and then 
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using those parcels to measure the target scale (Cattell and Burdsal, 1975). It has been 
adopted by researchers in areas such as education, psychology, marketing and 
organizational research (Bandolas, 2002). 
 
In organizational research, it is suggested that the use of parceling results in the 
estimation of fewer model parameters and will therefore result in a more optimal 
variable to sample size ratio and more stable parameter estimates, particularly with 
small samples (Bagozzi and Edwards, 1998). Thus the adoption of parceling method 
in this study not only makes clearer the structure of measurement models but also 
better accommodates to the limited sample size. 
 
Table 4-4: Unidimensionality Assessment for Item Parceling 
Group Code Item Item-Total 
Correlation 
1 ck01 We have a designated space for staffs to discuss 
and share ideas 
0.623 
ck02 We have intranet for staff to discuss and share 
ideas on service design 
0.590 
ck03 We put particular demands on the way people 
relate to each other in our company 
0.488 
ck04 We have a good interaction with people outside 
the service design team 
0.405 
2 ee01 The new service meets our organization‟s profit 
objective 
0.653 
ee02 High percentage of profit derived from the new 
service 
0.736 
ee03 Return on investment of the new service is high 0.655 
ee04 Introduction to market is fast 0.457 
3 ee05 The new service meets our customers‟ 
requirements 
0.597 
ee06 The new service performs better than services 
provided by our competitors 
0.597 
 
One often cited prerequisite for parceling is unidimensionality (Matsunaga, 2008). 
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Unidimentionality of the items that appear to be reflective in nature was assessed 
using item-total correlation generated from SPSS reliability analysis. Minimum Item-
total correlation is well above 0.30 in each group (see table 4-4), indicating acceptable 
unidimensionality (de Vaus, 2002). The specific measurement structure for the 
research constructs were summarized in table 4-5. 
 
Table 4-5: Latent Variable Structure and Measurement Items 
Latent 
Variable 




Reflective Customers‟ experience are the inputs to service 
design 
eu01 
Customer‟s experience contributes to service 
testing 
eu02 












Formative Our service process is designed to be stage by 
stage 
pp01 






Formative We maintain a pleasure and harmony 
atmosphere during service delivery 
ir01 
Frontline employees could represent the firm ir02 
We conduct employee training regularly ir03 
Proficiency 




Formative We use a range of tools and techniques for 
service design 
tt01 
We have tools and techniques that could be 






Formative Parceling of ck01-ck04 (mean value) ckp 
We have a database to store practices, ideas and 





Formative Parceling of ee01-ee04 (mean value) ec 




4.3.2 Covariance Based Structural Equation Modelling and Partial Least Squares 
 
Table 4-6: Comparison between PLS and CBSEM 
Adapted from Chin and Newsted (1999) 
 
There has been proliferated application of Structure Equation Modeling (SEM) in 
  PLS  CBSEM 
Objective  Prediction - oriented  Parameter - oriented 
Approach  Variance-based  Covariance-based 
Assumption  Predictor specification 
(nonparametric) 
 Typically multivariate 
normal distribution and 
independent observations 
(parametric) 
Parameter estimates  Consistent at large  Consistent 
Latent variables scores  Explicitly estimated  Indeterminate 
Epistemic relationship 
between a latent variable 
and its measurement 
items 
 Either formative or 
reflective 




Implications  Optimal for prediction 
accuracy 
 Optimal for parameter 
accuracy 
Model complexity  Can deal with very 
complex model (e.g., 
100+ constructs) 
 Small to moderate 
complexity (e.g., less than 
100 indicators) 
Sample Size  Minimal 
recommendations 
range from 30 to 100 
cases. 
 Minimal recommendation 
from 200 to 800 
Type of optimization  Locally iterative  Globally iterative 
Significance tests  Only by means of 
simulation 
 available 
Availability of global 
Goodness of Fit metrics 
 Being developed and 
discussed 




research areas such as social science, business management, marketing and so on 
(Gefen et al, 2011). SEM is highly preferred to linear regression models in analyzing 
path models involving latent variables measured by multiple indicators. It integrates 
measurement items and hypothesized cause-and-effect path relationships in a 
simultaneous analysis model (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988; Chin, 2010) and thus fits 
the concept of “integrated” model very well. 
 
Two most widely used and discussed SEM methods are CBSEM and PLS (Haenlein 
and Kaplan, 2004). However, these two methods are distinctive in a number of areas, 
as summarized in table 4-6.  
 
In this study, we choose PLS over CBSEM mainly due to the following two reasons. 
First, the research model consists of latent variables in both formative and reflective 
structure. For CBSEM, an underlying assumption is that all the latent variables in the 
path should be reflective in nature. However, PLS could handle variables in both 
reflective and formative structures (Chin, 2010). This is also one of the most cited 
reasons by researchers when using PLS over CBSEM (Ringle et al., 2012). Second, 
PLS requires much smaller sample size when compared to CBSEM for the same 
model specification (Chin and Newsted, 1999). For CBSEM, Some researchers 
suggested having the ratio of sample size per free parameter to be least 5:1 (Baggozi 
and Yi, 1991). Others recommended a sample size to be at least 200 (Anderson and 
Gerbing, 1988). For PLS, Chin and Newsted (1999) suggested a rule of thumb that the 
sample size should be at least ten times of 1) the largest number of indicators for 
latent variable (the number is 3 in this thesis, experience utilization and interaction 
resources both have 3 indicators) 2) the largest number of independent variables that 
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lead to a dependent variable (the number is 6 in this thesis), whichever is larger. Thus, 
the minimum required sample size would be at least 60. As the unit of analysis of this 
research is one service design project, we are only interested in firms who have new 
services developed in the past three years. Among the 139 respondents, only 78 
responses are useful for the purpose of analysis, which is slightly larger than the 
minimum required sample size. 
 
In sum, the above discussion have clarified the structure of measurement models and 
justified the choice of data analysis method in the two-step approach. The research 
model in this study is characterized by a mixture of reflective and formative latent 
variables. Based on this characteristics and the limited sample size, PLS will be 
chosen to assess the quality of measurement model in the first step and estimate the 
path model in the second step. 
 
4.4 Two-step Approach 
4.4.1 Step 1: Assessment of measurement models 
The assessment of reliability and validity of construct quality is an important and 
necessary step in data analysis involving multi-scale measurements (Anderson and 
Gerbing, 1988). The literature on quality assessment of reflective measurements 
appears to be more mature than that on formative measurements (Coltman et al, 2008), 
although some of the reflective measurements should be modeled as formative 
measurements (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 2006).  
 
Due to the distinctive differences in reflective structure and formative structure, the 
assessment methods are different. In addition, some assessment criteria for reflective 
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models may not hold for formative constructs and vice versa (Boßow-Thies and 
Albers, 2010). Thus, the quality of reflective variables and formative variables were 
assessed separately using different methods. 
 
The reflective variables were assessed on reliability, convergent validity and 
discriminant validity. 
 
Reliability refers to the degree to which measures are free from random error and 
produce consistent results (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). Although there are several 
ways to assess reliability, e.g., test-retest reliability, alternate-forms reliability, and 
internal-consistency reliability, the most popular approach is to use Cronbach‟s alpha, 
which is an internal-consistency measure (Carmines and Zeller, 1979; Proctor, 2003). 
Carmines and Zeller (1979) also discussed the limitations of different ways to assess 
reliability and concluded that Cronbach‟s alpha should be computed for any multiple-
item construct. Alpha value of 0.70 or higher is typically used to establish reliability 
(de Vaus, 2002). Several other researchers recommend that a value of 0.60 is often 
used as the practical lower bound (Flynn et al., 1994; Ahire and Devaraj, 2001). 
 
Convergent validity refers to the degree to which multiple items to measure the same 
construct are in agreement (Forza, 2002). Average variance extracted (AVE) above 
0.5 indicates acceptable convergent validity (AVE-EU = 0.677; AVE-PF=1.000) 
(Rossiter, 2002). Discriminant validity refers to the degree to which measures of 
different constructs are distinct (Forza, 2002). When the root square of AVEs are 
above the correlation between latent variables (r=0.540 between EU and PF), latent 




Table 4-7: Indicator Reliability for Formative Structure 
Cross 
Loadings EU PF PP IR CK TT EE VIF 
eu01 0.850 0.458 0.536 0.417 0.355 0.304 0.562 X 
eu02 0.880 0.375 0.454 0.505 0.434 0.317 0.644 2.099 
eu03 0.731 0.534 0.267 0.379 0.319 0.308 0.468 1.901 
Pf00 0.540 1.000 0.635 0.516 0.617 0.478 0.674 2.852 
pp01 0.416 0.538 0.834 0.485 0.593 0.475 0.638 2.001 
pp02 0.433 0.500 0.802 0.485 0.458 0.370 0.614 2.104 
ir01 0.299 0.228 0.277 0.681 0.400 0.350 0.512 1.844 
ir02 0.459 0.283 0.450 0.746 0.306 0.334 0.561 1.902 
ir03 0.405 0.556 0.534 0.779 0.593 0.530 0.585 1.906 
ckc 0.319 0.551 0.456 0.505 0.818 0.559 0.616 3.037 
ckp 0.461 0.598 0.656 0.596 0.988 0.578 0.745 3.826 
tt01 0.352 0.422 0.404 0.558 0.410 0.814 0.587 2.031 
tt02 0.325 0.432 0.499 0.476 0.614 0.942 0.679 2.506 
ec 0.632 0.656 0.690 0.660 0.683 0.666 0.922 4.415 
et 0.630 0.585 0.719 0.673 0.704 0.662 0.920 4.208 
 
For latent variables with formative structure, it is not reasonable to evaluate 
convergent validity and discriminant validity as the items need not to be correlated 
with each other. Instead, content validity, indicator reliability and construct validity 
were assessed. 
 
Content validity refers to the degree to which the measurement model spans the 
domain of the concept (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). Prior literature on the domain and 
fieldwork contribute significantly to content validity (Ahire and Devaraj, 2001). The 
previous discussion on the selection of measurement items reflects the strong connect 
with relevant literature and definition of research construct. The exploratory fieldwork 
interviews not only contribute to the identification of measurement items that 





Indicator reliability was assessed using Variation Inflation Factor (VIF) values 
obtained from SPSS Collinearity Statistics by setting eu01 as a dependent variable 
and the rest as independent variables. A VIF value over 10 poses possibility of 
multicollinearity and thus violating indicator reliability (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 
2006). The results (see table 4-7) show that all the VIFs are well below 10 and thus 
the indicator reliability for the formative latent variables is established.  
 









   ckc + 0.215 1.548 
ckp + 0.832 7.294 
EE 
   ec + 0.540 7.462 
et + 0.544 7.248 
IR 
   ir01 + 0.341 2.334 
ir02 + 0.429 3.738 
ir03 + 0.558 5.204 
PP 
   pp01 + 0.634 5.631 
pp02 + 0.584 5.241 
TT 
   tt01 + 0.402 3.489 
tt02 + 0.711 6.819 
 
Construct validity was assessed based on outer weights generated from bootstrapping 
using Smartpls
12
 (case = 78; sample = 300).  T-values above 1.96 indicate acceptable 
construct validity (Chin, 2010).  It is noted that the t-value for weight from ckc to CK 
is 1.548, which may indicate a construct validity problem in this study.  However, we 
                                                        
12
 Smartpls (www.smartpls.de) is a popular software for PLS analysis which has been widely used 
in academic research (Ringle et al., 2012) 
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decided to keep this item ckc as removing this item will significantly affects the 
conceptual domain of CK. For variable with a formative structure, it is recommended 
to emphasize more on content validity than other quality criteria when assessing the 
measurement models (Diamontopoulos and Siguaw, 2006; Rossiter, 2002). 
 






EU PF PP IR CK TT EE 
EU 
 
0.677 0.760 1.000 
      PF 
 
1 1 0.540 1.000 
     PP 
   
0.518 0.635 1.000 
    IR 
   
0.532 0.516 0.593 1.000 
   CK 
   
0.453 0.617 0.645 0.606 1.000 
  TT 
   
0.374 0.478 0.518 0.565 0.603 1.000 
 EE 0.858 
  
0.685 0.674 0.765 0.751 0.753 0.721 1.000 
 
4.4.2 Step 2: Hypothesis testing 
The proposed hypotheses in this study consist of testing both direct effects (H1 to H4) 
and moderating effects (H5 to H8). A number of studies have discussed methods for 
investigating moderating effects/ interaction effects in PLS (Wilson, 2010; Chin et al., 
2003; Henseler and Fassott, 2010). Henseler and Fassott (2010) illustrated the 
available procedures for testing moderating effects in PLS path models. Specifically, 
they suggested three approaches depending on the structure of independent and 
dependent variables, i.e., the product indicator approach for examining moderating 
effects with reflective constructs, the two-stage approach for examine moderating 
effects with at least one formative variables and the coding approach for examining 
moderating effects with categorical variables. 
 
As there are five formative variables and two reflective variables in the research 
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framework, the two-stage approach is chosen for testing the hypotheses (Henseler and 
Fassott, 2010). 
 
4.4.2.1 Main Effect Model 
In the first stage, the main effect PLS path model is run in Smartpls using the PLS 
algorithm in order to obtain estimates for the latent variable scores (LVS). The LVS 
for each research variable is then used as inputs in the second stage. The main effect 
model is illustrated in figure 4-2. 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Main Effect Model in Stage 1 
 
4.4.2.2 Full Structural Model 
In the second stage, four interaction terms were created in Smartpls, as shown in 
figure 4-3. These four interaction terms and the existing independent variables and 
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moderators were then modeled as independent variables in a multiple linear 
regression on the LVS of service design performance (EE). Again, multicollinearity 
was assessed using the collinearity statistics from SPSS by setting EE as a dependent 
variable and the rest as independent variables. All the VIFs are far below 10 (see table 
4-10), indicating no significant multicollinearity in the model.  
 
 
Figure 4-3: Interaction Model in Stage 2 
 
Table 4-10: Multicollinearity Assessment in Stage 2 
(Constant) EU PF PP IR TT CK EU*TT PP*TT EU*CK IR*CK 
Tolerance 0.499 0.468 0.418 0.478 0.533 0.404 0.442 0.538 0.440 0.572 
VIF 2.002 2.138 2.392 2.091 1.875 2.473 2.262 1.860 2.274 1.747 
 
Table 4-11 summarizes the results of model estimation for both stages. For the main 
effect model (stage 1), it is found that EU, PP, IR and TT have significant effects on 
service design performance. The R-Square value of 0.858 means that the included 




Table 4-11: Summary of Model Estimation 
 
Main Effect Model Full Structural 
 
Path Coefficient T Statistics Path Coefficient T Statistics 
EU -> NSD Per 0.253 4.028 0.254* 3.533 
PF -> NSD Per 0.053 0.532 0.041 0.498 
PP -> NSD Per 0.234 3.434 0.234* 3.199 
IR -> NSD Per 0.194 2.719 0.197* 2.721 
CK -> NSD Per 0.181 1.782 0.207* 2.191 














R-Square = 0.858 R-Square = 0.891 
* Significant (p<0.05) 
 
When the interaction terms were included, slight changes on the path coefficient were 
expected. The T-statistics of EU, PP and IR suggests that significant direct effects 
from these three independent variables to service design performance. In other words, 
H1, H3 and H4 are supported; H2 is not supported. 
 
Among the four interaction terms, only the interaction of PP and TT was found to 
have a significant impact on SD performance. It is unexpected that the interaction of 
EU and CK shows a negative relationship with SD performance, although not 
significant. The interactions between EU and TT, and between IR and CU show very 
minimal effect on SD performance. Thus, only H8 is supported, i.e., the relationship 
between process proficiency and service design performance is moderated by the 




4.4.2.3 Strength of Moderating Effect 
Strength of moderating effect was assessed using the formula below. The effective 
size is 0.30, which indicates that the moderating effect is approaching to strong (effect 
size of 0.02 is regarded as weak, effect size from 0.15 as moderate, effect size above 







This chapter presents data collection and analysis procedures and results of this 
research. Using PLS as the main algorithm, we examined both main effects and 
interaction effects following a recommended two-step approach. Among the proposed 
eight research hypotheses, four are supported based on the data collected from 78 
service organizations in Singapore. The supported four hypotheses are: 
 
 H1: The level of experience utilization is positively related to service design 
performance.  
 H3: The level of process proficiency is positively related to service design 
performance.  




 H8: The relationship between process proficiency and service design 
performance is moderated by the application of tools and techniques.  
 
When interaction effects in the model are not considered, experience utilization, 
process proficiency, and interaction source all positively affect service design 
performance. These three factors could explain 85.8% of the variation of service 
design performance. When interaction effects are included in the model, the main 
effects and interaction effects together explain 89.1% of the variation of service 
design performance. The effect size of moderation is calculated to be approaching to 
high. 
 










Chapter 5 Discussion and Conclusion 
5.1 Introduction 
Recall the purpose of this research was to identify and empirically test the antecedents 
of service design effectiveness and efficiency. We have developed a structural model 
which includes four content elements of service design, namely, experience utilization, 
process formality, process proficiency and interaction resources. From a knowledge-
based perspective, two moderators, capacity of knowledge management infrastructure 
and application of tools and techniques, were included in the structural model. Based 
on theoretical support and empirical evidences, four main effects and four interaction 
effects were hypothesized. Using data collected from mail survey of 78 service 
organizations in Singapore, data analysis supports 4 hypotheses, as summarized in the 
end of chapter 4. 
 
In line with the objective of this study, we discuss the predictive power of the 
structural model as well the significance of path estimates, which is also the major 
emphasis of PLS analysis (Chin 2010). The significance of path estimates represents 
the strength of influences from the antecedents to service design performance.  
 
5.2 Predictive Power of Proposed Model 
The predictive power of the proposed model, as represented by R-Square (See table 4-
11), is considered to be very good. The main effect model, when interaction effects 
were not included, could explain 85.8% (R-Square = 0.858) of the amount of variance 
in service design performance. When interaction effects were included, the predictive 
power increases to 0.891, i.e., 89.1% of the amount of variance in service design 
performance could be explained by the full structure model (see figure 4-3). The 
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strength of this moderating effect appears to be moderate to high. These results reveal 
that the propose model to a large extent explains service design performance. 
 
5.3 Antecedents of Service Design Performance 
Among the four elements that were hypothesized to predict service design 
performance, three were found to be significant (p<0.05). Experience utilization 
(0.254) appears to have a greater impact on service design performance than process 
proficiency (0.234) and interaction resources (0.197).  
 
Besides the above three main antecedents, the two moderators are also found to 
significantly related to service design performance. This to some extent empirically 
justifies the inclusion of both moderators in the model. In fact, the impact of 
application of tools and techniques is the largest based on the path estimates, although 
it is not the main focus of this study. 
 
5.3.1 Level of experience utilization 
Level of experience utilization, represented by using customer‟s experience and 
working with customer in service design, significantly affects service design 
performance.  
 
The evolvement of definitions of “customer” reflects the customer‟s role in service 
design. Edvardsson (1997) defined customer as the person or organization receiving 
the outcome of service operations. Ma et al. (2002) referred customer to an individual 
who participates in service operations and consumption. A more recent definition is 
provided by Sampson and Froehle (2006), which gave customer a role to determine 
whether or not the service provider shall be compensated for service delivery. The 
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evolution of customer definitions shows that the role of customer evolves from a 
service receiver, to a service operations participant, and eventually to a service 
deterministic factor. 
 
Research has shown that in service development projects customer‟s experience has 
been studied to specifically identify customer‟s needs, wants and expectations 
(Kingman-Brundage et al., 1995; Balantyne et al., 1995). As addressed by Bedford 
and Lee (2008, pp.38), service design “requires a full consideration of the customer‟s 
needs in a variety of scenarios”. In service organizations, customer‟s experience is 
obtained via different forms (Alam, 2002). In our fieldwork interviews, Org.A 
obtained customer‟s experience through feedback forms collected, regular weekend 
focus group discussions with active customers.  These feedback or records are then 
extensively studied by the service operations team for designing new services or re-
designing existing services. 
 
The results also supported the literature of customer involvement in service design 
and development (Nambisan, 2002; Teboul, 2006), which is also in line with the S-D 
logic that value are co-created with customer (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a). This 
customer involvement is also referred to as co-creation or co-production (Kingman-
Brundage et al., 1995; Nambisan, 2002). Correspondingly, customer is seen as co-
creator or co-producer, who supplies its experience and knowledge to service 
organization, especially at the design stage (Nambisan, 2002). Thus, customer 




5.3.2 Level of process proficiency 
Service process is usually described as stage by stage (Davis and Heineke, 2003). 
Sheu and McHaney (2003, pp.902) referred to service process design as ―the 
arrangement of service facilities where the service is provided and the processes 
through which the service operations are structured and delivered.” 
 
Level of process proficiency significantly affects service design performance. As 
discussed in chapter 3, the script theory emphasizes the scene and affect in theatrical 
performance as they affect the perception of performance. The results of this study 
support the application of script theory in service design. The stage-by-stage concept 
of service and the critical points along the service process needs to be emphasized. 
 
The importance of service process design can be revealed through its impact on both 
customers and service employees. Service process design determines customer 
waiting during the service delivery (Sheu and McHaney, 2003). It also impacts the 
service employee‟s working efficiency (Ballantyne et al., 1995). 
 
A case study on Zipcar‟s service reveals its five-step simple process as “book – unlock 
– fill up – extend – cleanup” which users fully understand and feel easy to execute, 
although these are mainly self-service (Frei, 2008). The service development team 
also seriously considers the critical points in this five-step process. As a car rental 
firm, one of the most critical issues of Zipcar‟s service process is to quickly and 
correctly locate the cars. To address this issue, the company created “pods”, which is a 
group of cars in parking lots or garages, so that if one car is taken, there will be other 
cars available in the same location (Frei, 2008). The firm also uses “mappoint” web 
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service to map all the cars. When a user selects a location, all the cars will be rendered 
on the map near the location that the user selects. The map even directs the user to the 
location of the car (Microsoft, 2003). 
 
5.3.3 Degree of focus on interaction resources 
The results of this study confirm the importance of interaction resources in service 
design as the degree of focus on interaction resources has been found to be 
significantly and positively related to service design performance. Two important 
resources are service environment and frontline employee.  
 
The importance of employee training has been highlighted by many researchers (Tax 
and Stuart, 1997; Wirtz et al., 2008). It is also evidenced in top performing service 
organizations, such as Singapore Airline. “SIA invests huge numbers of dollars in 
infrastructure and technology but, ultimately, you need people to drive it. At SIA, we 
believe that people actually do make a difference, so the company has in place a very 
comprehensive and holistic approach to developing our human resources”, as said by 
Ms Lam Seet Mui, senior manager for HR development (Heracleous et al., 2009, 
pp.145). Dated back to 1980s, staff training and development was already given a 
high priority in SIA. Total expenditure in this area was between $15m and $20m 
annually (Johnston and Wirtz, 2006). SIA‟s training and development has a great 
emphasis on its frontline employees. The training of frontline employees focuses on 
equipping them with skills to deal with the stress and demands which rose from 
customer‟s high expectations. It is said that that everyone in SIA has a training plan 
with clear goals. The formalized plan makes it possible for SIA to deliver services at a 




Researchers also advocated that it is important to create an excellent service 
environment to ensure that customer receive high quality services (Dietz et al., 2004). 
Edvardsson (1997) suggested that the design of the service environment should be 
customer-focused and business-run, rather than technology-run. Similar to service 
process design, service environment design also affects employee‟s working 
efficiency (Kingman-Brundage et al., 1995).  
 
5.4 Interaction Effects 
Based on contingency theory, this study proposed four interaction effects (H5 to H8) 
that may affect service design performance. However, only one significant interaction 
is discovered, i.e., the interaction effect between process proficiency and application 
of tools and techniques (0.129, t=2.001). That is, the application of tools and 
techniques moderates the relationship between process proficiency and service design 
performance. This suggests that in future studies, application of tools and techniques 
and process proficiency should be modeled together. The significant role of 
application of tools and techniques in this particular relationship appears to 
correspond to the early development of process-oriented tools such as blueprinting 
(Shostack, 1982), as well as the growing popularity of service blueprinting. A review 
study on service design tools and techniques also showed more processes oriented 
tools than customer oriented and resources oriented (Zhou and Tan, 2008b). 
 
The application of tools and techniques provides a common language for service 
design team. As noted by the senior consultant from Org. D, “in the system analysis, 
we have the application of innovation methods and they will guide the system analysis 
in a step-by-step way. The backgrounds of our consultants are diverse, junior and 
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senior, Thai and non-Thai, if we do not have the common methods, we cannot work 
together.” In line with this statement, process oriented tools, such as service 
blueprinting, do provide “a common platform for everyone—customers, employees, 
and managers—to participate in the service innovation process. Blueprinting provides 
a common point of discussion for new service development or service improvement (a 
picture is worth a thousand words). The service blueprint gives employees an 
overview of the entire service process so they can gain insight as to how their roles fit 
into the integrated whole” (Bitner et al., 2008, pp.87).   
 
5.5 Undiscovered Effects 
Among the four proposed antecedents of service design performance, the degree of 
process formalization was not found to be a significantly factor. In the service 
development literature, mixed findings regarding process formalization have been 
observed, although the majority appears to favor process formalization. On a wider 
scope which looks at the whole process of service development, more formalized 
development process helps to increase the NSD speed and thus enhances the 
development efficiency (Froehle et al., 2002). It is also suggested that more 
formalized process will increase the chance of NSD success (De Brentani, 1999) and 
ultimately firms‟ competitiveness (Froehle and Roth, 2007). However, some authors 
also observed that service development tends to be hazardous and they questioned the 
benefits of formalized development process (Dolfsma, 2004). Gottfridsson (2011, 
pp.91) also challenged the conventional thoughts on service development by noting 
that “although conventional models of service development emphasise the importance 
of formal and structured processes, it is unclear whether most service development 
really is conducted in this way, and whether these formal models might merely 
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This research attempted to answer the question “How a new service concept could be 
effectively and efficiently transformed into a new service?” This question was 
decomposed into two sub-questions: 1) what are the antecedents of effectiveness and 
efficiency of this transformation process? 2) how the antecedents influence service 
design effectiveness and efficiency?  
 
Along the research process, first, an integrated service design framework has been 
developed. This framework grounded in multiple disciplines and strengthened the 
common principles in service design. Eight hypotheses associate with the framework 
were stated. Measurement items for the proposed framework were then specified 
based on both theoretical discussions and empirical evidences. Following a two-step 
approach, the quality of proposed constructed was assessed and then structural model 
was analyzed based on data collected from 78 service organizations in Singapore. The 
results support four hypotheses, including three direct effects and one interaction 
effect, as summarized at the end of chapter 4. 
 
This study has both theoretical and managerial implications. It also has its limitations. 
We address the contributions and limitations of this study and also point out areas for 
future research. 
5.6.1 Theoretical implications 
The proposed service design framework incorporates literature insights from various 
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service research fields such as service marketing, service operations management, and 
service quality research. To some extent, it broadens the resources and process 
framework (Sampson and Froehle, 2006; Froehle and Roth, 2007). As such, the 
integrated service design framework provides a new platform for multiple discipline 
research on service design, which is highly recommended by Brown et al. (2005).  
 
Second, a measurement model for the proposed framework has been specified and 
empirically validated. To the best of the author‟s knowledge, this is the first 
measurement model that specifically focused on service design. By providing 
measurable constructs, this research contributes to theory development in service 
design and also expands the service operations management literature (Ahire et al., 
1996; Johnston, 2005). 
 
Last but not least, this research introduced application of tools and techniques and 
knowledge management infrastructure into service design, which are two important 
concepts that have been widely studied in the product design literature (Mahajan and 
Wind, 1992; Nijssen and Lieshout, 1995; Madhavan and Grover, 1998). Although the 
role of knowledge management infrastructure is not found to be significant in this 
study, the overall moderating effects combining interactions from these two constructs 
and the proposed antecedents are at moderate to high level. The significant role that 
application of tools and techniques plays in the framework suggests to future research 
that process proficiency and application of tools and techniques should be modeled 





In sum, the key antecedents of service design effectiveness and efficiency have been 
examined in an integrated service design framework. This furthers the research on 
service design from mainly “how to design services” to “how to effectively and 
efficiently design services”. By investigating the antecedents of service design 
effectiveness and efficiency, this research provides the first step to address the 
research opportunity “to examine the widespread (or selective) importance and 
applicability of effectiveness and competitiveness performance metrics to measure 
and assess NSD efforts”, as suggested by Menor et al. (2002, pp.142). Given that 
service design is one of the most important stages directly relating to NSD 
performance (Song et al., 2009), the contributions of this research will broadly benefit 
the whole NSD research community. 
 
5.6.2 Managerial implications 
Besides the theoretical contributions, this study also has a few practical implications. 
To the best of the author‟s knowledge, this is the first study to understand service 
design practices in Singapore. It is suggested that service firms in Singapore generally 
perform better in service design when they effectively utilizing customer experience, 
seriously consider process proficiency and well prepare the interaction resources. In 
addition, aligning the application of tools and techniques with the focus on process 
proficiency also contributes to the improvement in service design performance. 
 
Second, the integrative framework with the refined measurement items can be used as 
a checklist for service design projects. The measurement items enlist some core 
practices suggested by the service design literature of the past twenty years. Best 
practices could also be mapped according to the framework to further enhance the 
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applicability of the framework and expand the service design knowledge base. 
 
Third, the research results may facilitate decision-making in resource allocation in 
order to achieve higher effectiveness and efficiency. The path estimates may provide 
some guideline to service design team to prioritize resources and tasks. For example, 
experience utilization appears to have a higher impact than process proficiency and 
interaction resources and thus it should be firstly considered by service firms that 
pursue service design projects. 
 
5.6.3 Limitations 
Although this research has its theoretical and managerial contributions, it suffers from 
several limitations.  
 
First, the study is limited by its small sample size. This issue has been recognized as a 
common problem in survey research (Fowler, 2001). In addition, non-response bias 
tests were conducted, showing that it is not a significant problem. The study also 
suffers from limited survey region, i.e., responses are only from service organizations 
based in Singapore. Thus, the generalizability of the results might be limited. Future 
research needs to involve respondents from wider geographic or economic regions, 
such as US and UK, where service sector has a greater contribution to social economy 
(Metters and Marucheck, 2007). 
 
Second, data were collected from only one informant (either service quality manager 
or marketing director) of each firm. Although our fieldwork interviews suggested they 
are the best informants for service design projects, future research could collect data 
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from multiple informants (e.g., customer participant, project members, operations 
managers, etc.) to cover more sources of knowledge. 
 
Finally, the use of item parceling in the data analysis results in estimation of fewer 
parameters and thus provides an approach to obtaining more stable parameter 
estimates. However, the results based on item parceling will not be as stringent as the 
results from structural equation modeling based on individual items. In addition, the 
use of PLS tends to underestimate the correlations between latent variables and 
overestimate the loadings.  Thus readers need to cautious when interpreting the results 
(Haenlein and Kaplan, 2004).  
 
5.6.4 Future research 
This study has identified and tested the antecedents of service design. The alignment 
between service design content elements and knowledge-based moderators has also 
been explored. A few other areas may need to be further explored to deeper the 
understanding of service design performance.  
 
First, the extant literature, as well as this research itself, concentrates solely on new 
service design itself. However, aligning the new services with the existing service 
system is also critical to the success of the new service (Roth and Menor, 2003). It is 
identified as an interesting area worth examination by many service research scholars 
recently (Ostrom et al., 2010). The alignment frequently complicates most NSD 
efforts. This area may require further research.  
 
Second, it would be interesting to examine the complementary relationships among 
the research constructs, for example, how experience utilization could complement 
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process proficiency in order to achieve optimal service design performance 
(Edvardsson et al., 2000; Stewart 2003). As implied by the complex strategy, the 
complementary relationships among the decisions comprise the barriers for imitations, 
which turn out to be a competitive advantage of service organizations (Rivkin, 2000). 
The complementariness could be used as a higher-order construct and thus it won‟t 
conflict with this thesis‟s underlying assumption that the proposed antecedents are 
independent constructs. 
 
Last but not least, future research may consider examining knowledge process 
capability‟s impact on service design performance as well as its alignment with know-
how of service design foci. Knowledge process capacity, which consists of knowledge 
acquisition, conversion, application and protection, is another dimension of 
knowledge management capability (Gold et al., 2001). Although it lacks of 
examination in the literature of service development, knowledge process capability is 
considered as one important organizational knowledge management capability that 
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Appendix A: List Fieldwork Interview Questions 
1. Could you shortly describe the most recent new service development projects 
which you were directly involved in?  
2. How did this new service idea come out? 
3. How much time did it take to develop this new service idea into a real service? 
4. Did you work with customers when developing this new service?  
5. What kind of customers would you prefer to work with?  
6. In order to work better with customers, did you use any tools and techniques? 
What are these tools and techniques? What benefits could you obtain by using 
these tools and techniques? 
7. To successfully deliver this new service to the customers, which aspects of the 
service process did you consider when designing this new service?  
8. Are there any tools and techniques were used to facilitate the service process 
design? What are these tools and techniques?  
9. Which aspects of service environment were considered when designing new 
services? Cleanliness? Facilities (seats, drinking water, newspapers, etc.)? 
Music? Lighting? Internet access?  
10. How to make sure customers would have a pleasant experience in the 
environment? 
11. How did you think about the human resources involved in the service design 
project? 
12. How did you consider knowledge management in the service design project? 
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13. Does your company have a database which will be used in designing and 
developing new services? What is inside this database? Who have the rights to 
assess the database? Who can contribute to develop and extend this database? 
14. Do you apply any tools and techniques in service design process? What are 
these tools and techniques? Why do you need to apply these tools and 
techniques? 
15. Did you use any tools or techniques to speed up the introduction of new 
service? What are these tools and techniques? 
16. How did you measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the service design? 
Based on some standard measurements? 
17. Did you have any ideas to improve the efficiency and efficiency of the process 






Appendix B: Sources of Empirical Evidences 
In developing the research framework and discussing the research results, the 
following sources were reviewed. 
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